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Abstract

Characterization of pathogenic *Escherichia coli* associated with food and irrigation water sources in South Africa

By

Matthew Aijuka

Supervisor: Professor Elna M. Buys

Degree: PhD Food Science

Diarrheagenic *Escherichia coli* (DEC) has been implicated in foodborne outbreaks worldwide and additionally associated with childhood stunting in the absence of diarrhoea. DEC are pathogenic *E. coli* that cause human gut gastrointestinal infections. They are categorized based on how they elicit disease into groups called pathotypes. Infection is extraordinarily common, but the routes of transmission have not been determined. This work categorized into three phases 1, 2 and 3 aimed at characterizing pathogenic *E. coli* previously isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa. In phase 1, the study characterized 205 *E. coli* strains previously isolated from producer distributor bulk milk (PDBM) (n=118), irrigation water (n=48), irrigated lettuce (n=29) and street vendor coleslaw (n=10) in South Africa. Enteropathogenic *E. coli* (EPEC), enterotoxigenic *E. coli* (ETEC), enteroaggregative *E. coli* (EAEC) and diffusely adherent *E. coli* (DAEC) were sought. The study used PCR and partial gene sequencing for all 205 strains while 46 out of 205 that showed poor resolution were subsequently characterized using cell adherence (HeLa cells). PCR and partial gene sequencing of *aatA* and/or *aaiC* genes confirmed EAEC (2%, 5 out of 205) as the only pathotype. Strains from Genbank showing ≥80% nucleotide sequence similarity with those used in this study based on possession of the *aaiC* gene included 10 clinical and 5 food strains. On the other hand, all strains from GenBank (n=22) showing high nucleotide sequence similarity (≥80%) to those from this study based on possession of the *aatA* gene were clinical. Cluster analysis of sequenced EAEC strains with *E. coli* strains in GenBank showing ≥80% nucleotide sequence similarity based on possession of *aaiC* and *aatA* generated distinct clusters of strains separated predominantly based on their source of isolation (food source or human stool). This suggested a potential role of virulence genes in source tracking. EAEC 24%, 11 out of 46 strains (PDBM=15%, irrigation water=7%, irrigated lettuce=2%) was similarly the predominant
pathotype followed by strains showing invasiveness to HeLa cells, 4%, 2 out of 46 (PDBM=2%, irrigated lettuce=2%), using cell adherence. All strains that were not characterized based on possession of virulence genes and cell adherence assays were designated as non-DEC. These non-DEC strains were subsequently used as the basis for characterization in phase 2.

In phase 2, the study assayed non-DEC strains from environmental sources in South Africa for phenotypes that may be associated with intestinal dysfunction (ID). DEC strains were also used. The strains had previously been isolated from PDBM, irrigated lettuce, street vendor coleslaw and irrigation water. In-vitro assays included; biofilm formation (n=38), extracellular polymeric substance (EPS) formation (n=38), cytotoxic activity (n=10), disruption of tight junctions and induction of Interleukin 8 (IL-8) on polarized T-84 cells (n=20). The number of strains tested for each assay differed, depending on prior molecular and phenotypic characterization that signalled potential pathogenicity. Subsequently, all strains having data points for all analyses were used to compute Principal Component Analysis (PCA) plot curves to infer associations amongst test strains. Biofilm formation varied based on pathotype (DEC and non-DEC) and source of isolation suggesting these two factors influence persistence within a defined environmental niche. Additionally, DEC isolated from irrigated lettuce had significantly higher (p≤0.05) biofilm formation in both media compared to all strains including DEC standard controls suggesting irrigated lettuce as a potential source of persistent pathogenic strains. All strains were able to form EPS suggesting ability to form mature biofilms. Of the (60%, 6 out of 10) strains showing cytotoxic activity, most (83%, 5 out of 6 strains) were non-DEC isolated from food sources. Mean percentage reduction in initial TER (a measure of intestinal disruption) in all test strains, was comparable (53.5 to 73.8%) to that observed in the standard DEC. Additionally, IL-8 induction from strains isolated from PDBM (139pg/mL), irrigation water (231.93pg/mL) and irrigated lettuce (152.98pg/mL) was significantly higher (p≤0.05) than in the commensal strain aafa. PCA categorized strains based on sources of isolation and showed potential for use in source tracking. This study shows that non-DEC strains along the food chain possess characteristics that may lead to ID. However further investigations with a larger collection of strains may provide a clearer link to these observations.

Lastly in phase 3, the study aimed to develop a quantitative real time polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) assay for monitoring prevalence of antibiotic resistant and virulent E. coli isolated from
food and irrigation water sources in South Africa. The study evaluated commercial qPCR mixes based on SYBR Green I and EvaGreen dyes for development of an assay for simultaneous detection of Cefotaxime resistant (CTX-M) extended beta lactamase (ESBL) producing and virulent (shigatoxin 1, shigatoxin 2 and intimin) genes in previously isolated and characterized E. coli (n=12) isolated from food sources and irrigation in South Africa.

Both SYBR Green 1 and EvaGreen dye-based mixes in each duplex assay were able to simultaneously detect two amplicons (shigatoxin 1 and \textit{bla}_{CTX-M}) and (shigatoxin 2 and intimin) within a single closed tube reaction based on separation in melting temperature (T\textsubscript{m}). However, larger mean T\textsubscript{m} separation between amplicons and smoother melting curves in monoplex and duplex reactions were observed with the EvaGreen qPCR mix suggesting better performance when targeting multiple amplicons. Therefore, this study adopted a conventional PCR assay for detection of large amplicons (375 to 1580 bp) into one based on qPCR. Additionally, the assay could simultaneously detect antibiotic resistance and virulence genes within a single close tube reaction. This robust technique can facilitate the development of tailor made assays for rapid and accurate detection as well as the characterization of emerging foodborne and environmental pathogens that pose a risk to public health in different regions of the world.
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1. Introduction and problem statement

Foodborne illnesses present a great risk to global public health and well-being by causing morbidity and mortality, lost revenue to economies and rising health costs to the affected people (Anelich, 2014; Kirk et al., 2015; Newell et al., 2010). Outbreaks associated with food have the capacity to hamper lucrative international and regional trade as well as run affected companies into the ground (Commission of The European Communities, 2011). Diarrheagenic *Escherichia coli* (DEC) forms one of the common pathogens associated with foodborne illnesses causing diarrhea especially among vulnerable groups such as infants and immune compromised individuals e.g. HIV patients or the elderly as well as western travelers to developing countries causing traveler’s diarrhea. The common DEC pathotypes associated with foodborne illnesses include enteropathogenic *E. coli* (EPEC), enterotoxigenic *E. coli* (ETEC), shigatoxin producing *E. coli* (STEC), enteraggregative *E. coli* (EAEC) and enteroinvasive *E. coli* (EIEC) that have been reported to be transmitted through the oral fecal route (Croxen et al., 2013; Kaper et al., 2004). This scenario suggests a point within the food chain where sanitation was not observed thus comprising health and safety of the consumer. Historically these DEC pathotypes were associated with poor sanitation linked to contaminated water especially in developed countries but increasing infection rates are presently mostly observed in developing countries especially in Sub-Saharan Africa and South East Asia (Kotloff et al., 2013). This shift in prevalence rates within developing nations has been linked to poor hygiene levels with the situation being exacerbated by rising population levels without matched improvement in sewage and housing infrastructure (Troeger et al., 2017).

Similarly, *E. coli* strains (Non-DEC) not manifesting the normal genotypic and phenotypic characteristics associated with DEC may lead to negative health outcomes affecting the gastrointestinal tract (GIT) referred to as intestinal dysfunction (ID). This condition is associated with a change in the “normal” relative abundance of bacterial taxa in the gastrointestinal tract (GIT) and their associated metabolic functions within the human intestinal (Shin et al., 2015). The conditions ultimately lead to a breakdown in homeostasis and as well as the normal synergistic relationship between the human body and its microbial constituents (Shin et al., 2015). Additionally, ID is linked to reduced mucosal immunity and a subsequent increased risk of intestinal diseases causing reduced dietary nutrient intake and utilization in young infants.
This results into growth faltering and neurocognitive disorders later in life (Faith et al., 2015). For example, malnourished infants from Bangladesh and Malawi with Kwashiorkor showed a high rate of inflammation that was associated with a bloom of Enterobacteriaceae as well as a high DEC burden upon faecal analysis (Kau et al., 2015; Subramanian et al., 2014). These observations are particularly disturbing especially within developing countries where multiple factors such as inadequate dietary practices and poor environmental sanitation may increase the risk of contamination with Enterobacteriaceae and a subsequent bloom within the gut.

The rise in global trade has re-exposed developed countries to the risk of contamination that has been linked to outbreaks with common foodborne pathogens such as E. coli O157:H7 (Mangen et al., 2010) and O104: H4 have caused a serious continental outbreak in 2011 (Beutin and Martin, 2012). Of particular concern among such outbreak pathogens is their ability to resist treatment with antibiotics. Antibiotic resistance associated with emerging infectious pathogens poses a great risk to humanity in the 21st century (The Review on Antimicrobial Resistance, 2014). For example, the rise of extended beta lactamase enzyme producing bacteria (ESBL) within the last 20 years has increased this risk (Cantón et al., 2012; Shi et al., 2015). Similarly, within the last decade, high prevalence of Cefotaxime resistant (CTX-M) extended beta lactamase producing (ESBL) bacteria has increased the risk of spreading pathogens resistant to 4th generation cephalosporins that are usually the last line of treatment for acute bacterial infections (Shi et al., 2015). The world-wide dissemination of the highly virulent and antibiotic resistant E. coli ST131 strain exemplifies this emerging threat posed to food safety and public health.

These examples demonstrate how the risk of illnesses is not confined to a single geographical area but across the globe thereby spreading the risk beyond national and geographical borders. Therefore, understanding the sources of this contamination as well as the predominant pathotypes within the different foods and environmental sources is crucial to containing the spread of outbreaks. Additionally, some DEC pathotypes such as EAEC may not cause full blown outbreaks or illness but rather lead to recurrent infections and asymptomatic diarrhea (Steiner et al., 2006). Such a scenario leads to nutrient malabsorption in children leading to stunting and neurocognitive impairment (Acosta et al., 2016). Such effects present long-term health effects that are not reversible and can prevent a whole generation of children from achieving a full productive and healthy life resulting in which in a loss to affected nations.
In developing countries such as South Africa, continuous national monitoring of foodborne DEC is absent. Although, clinical diarrheal cases associated with DEC have been reported by the National Institute of Communicable Diseases (NICD) since 2012, these metrics fail to provide a link with potential sources of contamination associated with the high diarrheal disease burden noticed within the country especially among infants and immune compromised adults. Studies have shown that food (Caine et al., 2014; Njage and Buys, 2017; Ntuli et al., 2016) and environmental sources including irrigation water (Aijuka et al., 2015; Gemmell and Schmidt, 2012; Ijabadeniyi et al., 2011; Olaniran et al., 2009) harbor \textit{E. coli} containing genes associated with DEC suggesting that contaminated food sources may be a major route of infection.

Therefore, based on this backdrop, this study sought to characterize previously isolated \textit{E. coli} strains from various food sources (producer distributor bulk milk, irrigated lettuce, street vendor coleslaw) and irrigation water collected over 10 years from different provinces. This information would help identify sources susceptible to DEC contamination as well as potential points of cross-contamination. Additionally, such information would be vital for determining mitigation measures.

This study additionally sought to develop a rapid and accurate molecular based assay for the cost-effective detection of antibiotic resistant DEC isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa. Such an assay would be vital in monitoring the prevalence and emergence of pathogens threatening food safety and public health within the country.
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**Abstract:**

Diarrheagenic *Escherichia coli* (DEC) is a leading cause of foodborne illness associated with intestinal disease. While known over the years that contamination of food sources occurs via the oral faecal-route, the mechanisms underlying its persistence within the open environments including the food chain remains virtually known. Therefore, in this mini-review we will shed light on bacterial processes such as initial attachment, biofilm formation, horizontal gene transfer and response to environmental stresses. These factors may enable persistence of DEC as well as the emergence of potentially more virulent strains within the agricultural and food production environment. Mechanistic studies in clinical microbiology and immunology have elucidated infection pathways in the human and other animal bodies leading to diagnostic and treatment solutions. Therefore, understanding DEC behaviour in the agricultural and food production environment is crucial for ensuring food safety and public health by reducing the burden of foodborne illnesses.
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2.1 *Escherichia coli*

*Escherichia coli* is a facultative Gram-negative facultative anaerobe of the phylum Proteobacteria and Family *Enterobacteriaceae* which forms a large part of the normal microflora of the human gut (Shin et al., 2015). The high numbers in the gut suggest a commensal or symbiotic relationship with other microbial constituents of the normal human microbiota. While many strains from this species present no viable health risk, certain strains do have the ability to acquire virulence factors enabling them to attack specific parts of the
human body and other animals causing diseases (Leimbach et al., 2013). Alternatively, *E. coli* has also been referred to as a laboratory ‘work-horse’, a term used to refer to its ease of culture at different growth conditions facilitating its convenient easy use for elucidating bacterial processes in laboratories around the world (Blount, 2015). For example, over the last century the commensal strain *E. coli* K-12 has been used to unravel many fundamental processes underlying biological phenomena, many of which have gone on to be utilized in various industries from biotechnology to health and other applications (Blount, 2015).

2.2 Categorization of pathogenic *E. coli*

Pathogenic strains of *E. coli* include those that cause disease in the human gastrointestinal tract (DEC) and extra-intestinal *E. coli* (ExPEC) which cause infections in the urinary tract (uropathogenic *E. coli*, UPEC), septicemia associated *E. coli* (SEPEC) and meningitis-associated *E. coli* (MNEC). Infections caused in other parts of the body include those causing blood infections (bacteremia). Pathogenic *E. coli* has also been shown to cause diarrheal disease in domestic farm animals such piglets and poultry (Avian Pathogenic *E. coli*, APEC) depicting its wide distribution amongst humans and animals and thereby potential circulation within the human agricultural and food production environment. For example, the global dissemination of the ExPEC strain *E. coli* sequence type (ST131) has been associated with chronic infections and antibiotic resistance affecting many people (Nicolas-Chanoine et al., 2014).

DEC have acquired virulence genes through horizontal genetic transfer (HGT) and to a lesser extent random mutation enabling the organisms to attach to the human gut surfaces leading to diseases among which diarrhea is a symptom (Croxen et al., 2013; Kaper et al., 2004). The virulence factors enable attachment to the gut mucosal lining leading to persistent infections and inflammation. DEC are categorized into pathotypes with each description based on which virulence factors it possesses as well as the mechanism of pathogenesis (Figure 2.1).

Common DEC pathotypes commonly associated with human disease include; enteropathogenic *E. coli* (EPEC), enterotoxigenic *E. coli* (ETEC), shigatoxin producing *E. coli* (STEC), enteroaggregative *E. coli* (EAEC), diffusely adherent (DAEC), enteroinvasive *E. coli* (EIEC) and adherently invasive *E. coli* (AIEC) (Croxen et al., 2013). The common virulence factors associated with many of these pathotypes include attachment proteins such as intimin (*eae*) and bundle forming pili (*bfp*) for EPEC, cytotoxin production as noticed with STEC
(shigatoxins 1, stxl and 2, stx2 as well as the locus of enterocyte effacement, LEE) as well as heat labile (LT) and heat stable (ST) toxins for ETEC and epithelial cell adherence patterns for EAEC (stacked-brick pattern) and DAEC (random attachment along the whole cell surface) (Croxen et al., 2013). It has been suggested that driven environmental and genetic factors have led to the rise of multiple clones of these pathogens leading to the great heterogeneity observed among groups such as EAEC, ETEC and AIEC (Leimbach et al., 2013).

Figure 2.1: Different pathotypes of E. coli and their characterizing genetic determinants: stx, verocytotoxin/shiga toxin; eae, intimin; bfp, bundle-forming pili; ipa, invasion plasmid antigens; tia, toxigenic invasion loci A; astA, plasmid with enteroaggregative heat-stable toxin; shET, Shigella enterotoxin; CFA, colonization factor antigens; ST, heat-stable enterotoxin; LT, heat-labile enterotoxin. Source: (Ceuppens et al., 2014). STEC additionally carry the locus of enterocyte effacement (LEE).

2.3 Isolation and identification of E. coli

2.3.1 Culture dependent methods

Historically, before the advent of non-culture methods based on identification of nucleic acid directly within a sample, all bacterial species such as E. coli had to be grown on and isolated from commercial media containing 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-Beta-D-glucoric acid (BCIG) (Prats et al., 2008). BCIG is a chromogenic substrate used for detection of Beta-
glucorinase activity in *E. coli* which is depicted by blue colonies (Prats et al., 2008). Commercially available validated culture based methods such as the MacConkey Agar, Chromogenic Chromocult (CC) and rapid *E. coli* (REC) media are a few examples, which allow simultaneous detection of total coliforms and *E. coli*, using fluorogenic substrates that provide distinct colony colours upon hydrolysis by *E. coli* (Jacob et al., 2014; Prats et al., 2008).

The isolation of strains using these methods is still vital because it enables downstream characterization of individual *E. coli* isolates and comparison of different strains. Identification of *E. coli* based on agar however is usually presumptive and therefore requires further confirmation using molecular techniques such as the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), biochemical methods such as phenotype microarray (PH) (Franz et al., 2011) or matrix assisted ionization coupled with time of flight spectroscopy (Jørgensen et al., 2017).

### 2.3.2 Culture independent methods

#### 2.3.2.1 Serotyping

All pathogenic bacteria have been historically grouped according to possession of O, H and K-antigens thereby placing them into medically relevant serotypes based on reaction to rat antiseraum (Orskov and Orskov, 1992). The O antigens describe the constituents of the of the bacterial cell wall which also play a role in virulence while the H-antigen describes possession of flagellar (Orskov and Orskov, 1992). Initially it was shown that medically relevant pathogens could be easily described using this scheme, but later studies found that it was cumbersome and multiple combinations could exist for the ever increasing number of strains (Nataro and Kaper, 1998). Incidentally, serotype characterization is still vital today for identifying common pathogenic foodborne pathogens implicated in major outbreaks such as *E. coli* O157:H7 and O104:H4 (Croxen et al., 2013). The use of molecular techniques has provided a less cumbersome and a more accurate way to determine serotypes compared to use of antibodies that are prone to false positives (Gao et al., 2016). Ultimately, serotyping identification is important just when you are sure that the strain is responsible for a certain outbreak, but its identification, with the exception of O157:H7 which seems to be distributed worldwide, should rely on the presence of virulence genes, since there are O157 non H7 strains that indeed do no harbor *stx* genes.
2.3.2.2 Molecular sequence typing

Once pathogenic *E. coli* strains have been accurately identified using the methods mentioned above it is crucial to infer genetic relatedness among them to decipher potential sources of contamination or emergence of new strains. Commonly used molecular typing methods include Multi locus sequence typing (MLST), Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE), Bacterial repetitive extragenic palindromic sequence based PCR (Rep-PCR) and more recently with a great reduction in costs Whole genome sequencing (WGS) which is taken as the current gold standard for species and strain identification as well as for differentiation (Pérez-Losada et al., 2013).

**Multi locus sequence typing**

**MLST**: Involves the characterization of isolates using the sequences of internal fragments of usually seven house-keeping genes (i.e., constitutive genes required for the maintenance of basic cellular functions) (Pérez-Losada et al., 2013). Gene regions of approximately 450–500 bp are sequenced and those found unique within a species are assigned an allele number (Belén et al., 2009). Subsequently, each isolate is characterized by the alleles at each of the seven loci, constituting its allelic profile or sequence type (ST) (Pérez-Losada et al., 2013). MLST has been useful in clinical epidemiology because it is based on analysis of nucleotide sequences, has an easy methodology adaptable to different laboratories and the generated data sets can easily be shared over the internet (Belén et al., 2009).

**Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis**

**PFGE**: Was initially developed to enable bacterial strain differentiation based on large DNA molecules (Maule, 1998). The method relies on a direct current (PC) electric field that periodically changes direction and/or intensity relative to the agarose gel (Maule, 1998). The time interval, during which the field is in any one direction is called the pulse time, and its duration is the single most important factor in determining the molecular- size range over which separation is possible (Maule, 1998). The high discrimination ability of the method made it the gold standard for tracking food and environmental pathogens worldwide (Pichel et al., 2012). However, the work load involved in carrying out the analysis that takes up to 3 days has been suggested as a major drawback with the analysis for use in routine epidemiological settings. Uysal and Durak, 2012 used PFGE to track foodborne and antibiotic resistant *E. coli* strain within the food chain. The quick adoption of whole genome sequencing (WGS) enabled by
the reduced costs and availability of resource repositories to analyze bioinformatic data worldwide has led to reduced use of PFGE for tracking foodborne and environmental pathogens (Allard et al., 2016).

**Repetitive extragenic palindromic sequence based PCR (Rep-PCR)**

Short intergenic repeated sequences that are randomly distributed, but highly conserved within bacteria genomes such as repetitive extragenic palindromic elements (REPs) and enterobacterial repetitive intergenic consensus (ERIC) sequences can be used to assess the genetic diversity of strains (De Bruijn, 1992). Primers can be designed to target these conserved sequences and comparison can be carried out using PCR (Tobes and Pareja, 2006). The quickness of the method and similarity to commonly used PCR makes it a preferable option to methods such as PFGE (Moser et al., 2010). Rep-PCR has been used to compare the diversity of *E. coli* strains from different water and environmental sources (Chandran and Mazumder, 2014).

**Whole genome sequencing**

**WGS:** WGS provides the opportunity to unravel the full extent of genetic diversity within a given bacterial species and strain through providing the contents of their nucleotide sequences (Whitman, 2015). This ability is crucial for improving identification, elucidating functional properties of taxonomic groups as well as resolving many of the ambiguities in phylogeny noted with some of the methods mentioned above (Whitman, 2015). For example, genome sequencing can help in classifying an organism, comparing genomes sizes in cases where multiple genomes of the same species are available through calculating the pan- and core genomes (Whitman, 2015). For example, the comparison of more than 2000 *E. coli* genomes found an *E. coli* core genome of about 3100 gene families and a total of about 89,000 different gene families (Land et al., 2015). WGS has provided thorough identification, phylogeny, and almost perfect source tracking of *E. coli* strains from various sources (Kaas et al., 2012; Touchon et al., 2009).

**2.3.2.3 PCR based methods**

Involve amplification of any nucleic acid sequence present in a complex sample through a cyclic process to generate a large number of identical copies that can readily be analyzed present a viable option (Kubista et al., 2006). For example, in real time PCR the amount of product formed is monitored during the reaction by monitoring the fluorescence of dyes or...
probes introduced into the reaction that is proportional to the amount of product formed, and the number of amplification cycles required to obtain a particular amount of DNA molecules is registered. Similarly, digital PCR (dPCR) is a quantitative PCR method that provides a sensitive and reproducible way of measuring the amount of DNA or RNA. (Biassoni and Raso, 2014). In dPCR, the initial sample is distributed into many wells before the amplification step, resulting in 1 or 0 targets being present in each well (Biassoni and Raso, 2014).

After amplification, the number of positive versus negative reactions is determined and the absolute quantification of the target is calculated using a Poisson distribution to amplify targeted amplicons (Biassoni and Raso, 2014). These methods provide a quick and accurate measure of pathogens within given samples.

2.3.2.4 Metagenomics

Since nucleic acids were first extracted directly from the environment and sequenced, metagenomics has grown into one of the most data-rich and pervasive techniques for understanding the taxonomic and functional diversity of microbial communities (Temperton and Giovannoni, 2012). A notable development in the second decade of bacterial genome sequencing was the generation of metagenomic data, which covers all DNA present in a given sample (Land et al., 2015). The outputs could be a mixture of bacterial 16S rRNA genes, of which few to numerous copies are sequenced, or random DNA fragments corresponding to microbial DNA, or retro-transcripts of RNA molecules of which a large number of short sequences are determined (Ceuppens et al., 2014). The sequences generated can be analyzed using bioinformatics to allow categorization of the bacterial content of the original sample and the power of these methods enables sequencing of the entire DNA content of an ecosystem such as a food system or product to be determined (Temperton and Giovannoni, 2012). However, one increasing problematic drawback with this method is the rapid technology changes enabling faster identification of bacterial genomes but with shorter reads making it hard to ably construct community associations (Land et al., 2015). Additionally, the lack of harmonization in data processing methods makes comparison of different studies more difficult (Temperton and Giovannoni, 2012). These issues aside, culture independent methods provide a lot of promise for understanding the bacterial communities within different habitats.
Diarrheagenic *Escherichia coli* a foodborne pathogen

Diarrheagenic *E. coli* (DEC) is a leading cause of foodborne disease around the world affecting all age groups and demographics with symptoms including but not limited to diarrhoea, gastroenteritis, inflammation and nutrient malabsorption (Croxen et al., 2013; Leimbach et al., 2013). At highest risk of illness and death are new-borns, infants, the elderly as well as individuals with compromised immunity such as those living with Human Immuno-Deficiency Virus (HIV). While specific numbers relating to different geographical areas differ, higher rates of infection and disease have been observed in developing and least developed nations of the world (Acosta et al., 2016; Kotloff et al., 2013). However, recurrent outbreaks are also frequently reported in the developed world (Kaur et al., 2010; Rasko et al., 2011). Interestingly, the causes of illness in both these areas differ with poor sanitation being blamed for endemic DEC prevalence in less developed nations (Ahmed et al., 2013; Baker et al., 2016). In contrast, within developed countries, cross-contamination of food products along the heavily internationalized logistics food chain involving heavy mechanization at large food processing and distribution centres is a significant risk factor attributed to outbreaks.

The main pathotypes which are defined by how they illicit disease and having significant association with foodborne illness include; enteropathogenic *E. coli* (EPEC), enterotoxigenic *E. coli* (ETEC), shigatoxin producing *E. coli* (STEC), enteroaggregative *E. coli* (EAEC), enteroinvasive *E. coli* (EIEC), diffusely adherent *E. coli* (DAEC) and adherent and invasive *E. coli* (AIEC). However, EPEC, ETEC, EHEC and EAEC are noted to constitute the highest burden to human disease. It has been suggested as mainly transferred through the oral-faecal route hence making them foodborne pathogens (Kirk et al., 2017). Proper sanitation within domestic and food processing environments is an effective prevention strategy.

2.5 The agricultural and food production environment as a hotbed for emerging

**Diarrheagenic Escherichia coli**

The emergence of highly virulent strains causing large-scale outbreaks is a big concern. STEC O157:H7 as well as other shigatoxin (STEC) producing *E. coli* strains (non-O157 STEC) still cause many outbreaks in developed countries (Havelaar et al., 2010; Kirk et al., 2017; Tauxe et al., 2010). This is in spite of developed countries having better tracking systems for foodborne pathogens and illness than developing nations (Nhampossa et al., 2015; Oundo et al., 2008). In 2011, a highly virulent EAEC strain O1O4:H4 code named the ‘German outbreak
strain’ producing Shiga toxins was clinically described as enteroaggregative haemorrhagic *E. coli* (EAHEC) (Beutin and Martin, 2012; Bielaszewska et al., 2011; Rasko et al., 2011). This strain caused the deadliest foodborne outbreak associated with *E. coli* in Europe. This outbreak affected many sectors of European society such as health, trade and politics (Commission of The European Communities, 2011). This outbreak leads to speculation that genetic mechanisms in the DEC group may have favoured the emergence of highly virulent foodborne within the agricultural and food production ecosystem.

### 2.6 Linking Diarrheagenic *Escherichia coli* persistence in the agricultural and food production environment to inherent bacterial attributes

A great body of work has elucidated the pathogenicity of most DEC pathotypes within the human body (Blount, 2015; Croxen et al., 2013; Leimbach et al., 2013; Nataro and Kaper, 1998). However, food and environmental microbiologists lack a comparable mechanistic understanding of phenotypic or genotypic factors enabling environmental prevalence (Berg et al., 2014; Dini-Andreote et al., 2012; Martínez, 2013; van Elsas et al., 2011) and subsequent survival of DEC.

Fortunately, new research has begun to shed more light on how these pathogens may survive within hostile environments including water, soil and plants (Chandran and Mazumder, 2015; Franz et al., 2011; Macarisin et al., 2012; Nagy et al., 2015; Saldaña et al., 2011). Reperant et al., 2012 suggest that gut microbes including DEC have co-evolved with humans over the past several thousand years specifically targeting and responding accordingly to lifestyle changes within their human hosts which enables seamless transfer into the host. Additionally, some of the DEC virulence genes may provide an evolutionary advantage helping to sustain life of the strains in the open environment (Martínez, 2013).

As environmental changes driven by climatic and anthropogenic activities escalate, understanding how these processes affect the prevalence and persistence of foodborne pathogens such as DEC is crucial. This is because DEC are still a menace to food safety, food security and human health. In this mini-review, we therefore aim to shed light on some of the work that has sought to understand the relationship of DEC in the open environment that provides a direct link with persistence along the human food chain (Figure 2.2). Most of the reported work is understandably focused on outbreak pathogens such as *E. coli* O157:H7 and *E. coli* O104:H4 which may obscure the risks presented by other strains because of the high
heterogeneity within many DEC pathotypes. However, because the former strains have previously been implicated in large-scale outbreaks, they can be used as standard models for studying DEC behaviour as seen in the clinical setting with the use of prototypes. The validation of these outbreak strains with a larger set of strains will shed more information regarding their persistence within the food and agricultural open environment and thereby risk posed to food safety and public health.

Additionally, understanding the genotypic and phenotypic characteristics enabling DEC environmental persistence shall provide insight into how new pathotypes emerge (Figure 2.3). In our review, we shall focus on three broad categories that may work in tandem to enable DEC environmental persistence. They include; attachment to biotic and abiotic surfaces, evolution and adaptation as driven by lateral gene transfer and response to stressful conditions in the environment.

### 2.6.1 Diarrhoeagenic Escherichia coli attachment to biotic and abiotic surfaces

To survive within the external environment, DEC needs to establish itself onto a biotic host such as a plant or an environmental surface. Bacterial attachment subsequently leading to colonization and persistence is a complex interaction between planktonic bacteria, surface associated bacteria and the surface (Carter et al., 2016). The attachment process is dynamic and governed by bacterial cellular appendages (Wong et al., 2017). Additionally, it is sequential and bi-directional and depends on the prevailing environmental conditions (Beloin et al., 2008). The control of attachment occurs through different regulatory systems such as the *Rcs* two-way component regulatory pathway that aids remodelling of the bacterial surface. On the other hand, the *Enz/OmpR* two-component pathway helps sense changes in osmolarity (Beloin et al., 2008). For example the ompR234 protein promotes biofilm formation by binding the *csgD* promoter region and stimulating its transcription (Prigent-combaret et al., 2001). Additionally, the *csgD* gene encodes the transcription regulator csgD which in turn activates the transcription of the *csgBA* operon encoding curli which are extracellular structures involved in bacterial attachment (Prigent-combaret et al., 2001).

*E. coli* attachment to surfaces is either reversible or irreversible (Beloin et al., 2008). Reversible attachment involves physicochemical and electrostatic interactions between the bacterial envelop and environmental substrates while, irreversible attachment uses adhesive organelles of the fimbrial family such as; type I fimbriae, curli and conjugative pili (Beloin et al., 2008).
Additionally, irreversible attachment leads to progressive inter-bacterial attachment and build-up of the resulting biomass forming a biofilm, which describes a group of single or multispecies bacteria living together as a multifunctional unit of existence for the benefit of all organisms (Wood, 2008). Cellular appendages and bacterial secretion systems (SS) such as the Type 3SS (Saldaña et al., 2009), Type 6SS (Bernard et al., 2010; Boyer et al., 2009) and Type 7SS (Hufnagel et al., 2015) are associated with attachment and colonization of abiotic surfaces through biofilm formation in a complex interdependent way. This process follows different regulatory pathways and may differ from strain to strain (Niba et al., 2007).
Figure 2.2: Interplay of interdependent bacterial processes that may facilitate the persistence of Diarrheagenic *Escherichia coli* (DEC) in the open environment. The processes can be bi-directional depending on the prevailing environmental conditions influenced by anthropogenic, climatic and ecological factors.
Figure 2.3: The phylogeny of *E. coli* influences the acquisition of virulence genes and subsequently the diarrheagenic pathotype (DEC) which may inadvertently lead to emergence of new pathotypes in varying environmental niches such as the agricultural and food production setting. “The phylogenetic neighbourhood of geographically remote *E. coli* supports the notion of a rapid worldwide spread of an evolutionary common ancestor (maybe with the advent of mammals and selection in specific habitats.” (Chaudhuri and Henderson, 2012). Phylogroups A (mostly commensals) and B1 (non-O157 shigatoxin producing (STEC) strains) form the newest clades. Phylogroups D1 (uropathogenic (UPEC) and enteroaggregative (EAEC) strains) and E (separate clade of O157:H7 STEC and 055:H7 enteropathogenic (EPEC) strains). Phylogroups D2 and B2 (EPEC strain E2348/69 and extraintestinal (ExPEC) strains) form the oldest clades.
2.6.1.1 Initial attachment as an adaptive strategy to initiate colonization of environmental surfaces and habitats by Diarrheagenic *Escherichia coli*

For DEC to persist within the open environment, the persistence usually begins with planktonic bacteria multiplying to form a whole community leading to colonization. The factors enabling this persistence may include cell surface appendages such as curli, type I fimbria, type IV pili and flagella (Beloin et al., 2008). Additionally, bacterial secretion systems aid in this process by facilitating the functioning of bacterial appendages through the type 2SS (Beloin et al., 2008), type 3SS (Saldaña et al., 2009), type 6SS (Silverman et al., 2012) and type 7SS (Hufnagel et al., 2015). Additionally, the initial attachment can be facilitated and reinforced by extracellular polysaccharide substances such as cellulose (Borgersen et al., 2018; Macarisin et al., 2012).

Different *E. coli* appendages were shown to play a crucial role in its initial attachment and stability to abiotic surfaces such as silica (Wong et al., 2017). Total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy was used to investigate the attachment and stability of *E. coli* deletion mutants of curli (*ΔcsgA*), flagella (*ΔflhDc*) and type I fimbriae on silica surfaces (Wong et al., 2017). It was found that the absence of curli and flagella diminished ability to attach strongly in comparison to type I fimbriae deficient strains that were comparable to the wild-type strains thereby indicating that removal of fimbriae did not affect initial attachment to abiotic surfaces (Wong et al., 2017).

Due to many foodborne outbreaks associated with fresh green produce, studies have sought to elucidate the mechanisms through which DEC attaches and persists on these ready-to-eat minimally processed food products. For example, Macarisin et al., (2012) used two *E. coli* O157:H7 outbreak strains, to investigate the role of pili and cellulose expression in adherence to spinach leaves and noticed that curli strains had a stronger association with leaf surfaces than curli mutants. Additionally, attachment increased with incubation time (0, 24, 48 h). Cellulose mutants had strong attachment nonetheless and curli expressing strains had an extracellular matrix (Macarisin et al., 2012). Similarly, (Saldaña et al., 2009) had previously reported that curli and cellulose were co-expressed in the presence of the transcriptional activator *csgD* in attaching and effacing *E. coli* strains such as EHEC and EPEC. Additionally, they noticed that *Fis* (factor for inversion stimulation) was a negative transcriptional activator for curli expression (Saldaña et al., 2009).
The persistence of DEC strains in the open environment has been suggested to follow the same mechanism or at least share similarities with observations in the human host (Berg et al., 2014; Dini-Andreote et al., 2012). For instance, the locus of enterocyte effacement (LEE) pathogenicity island found in EPEC and STEC facilitated attachment of E. coli O157:H7 strains to baby spinach leaves, entry into the stomata, intracellular and vascular tissue (xylem and phloem) (Saldaña et al., 2011). This process occurred through the type III secretion system and effector genes that coordinated production of curli, the E. coli common pilus, haemorrhagic coli type 4 pilus and flagella (Saldaña et al., 2011). These bacterial surface structures have also been shown to attach equally strongly to abiotic surfaces such as glass and stainless steel which are common food contact surfaces. For example, filament deficient O157:H7 mutants were shown to bind less strongly to glass (Nagy et al., 2015) and steel (Carter et al., 2016) surfaces compared to the wild strains. However, curli based attachment was shown to vary largely depending on the strain, growth medium and abiotic surface (Carter et al., 2016).

Like STEC and EPEC attachment and persistence mechanisms within the open environment, EAEC strains have been shown to use virulence factors in human infections. The attachment of EAEC to human epithelial cells is facilitated by fimbrial and afimbrial (outer membrane proteins) adhesins that help in formation of the aggregative adherence (AA) phenotype in both typical and atypical EAEC strains (Estrada-Garcia and Navarro-Garcia, 2012). Aggregative adherence fimbriae (AAF I to III) are associated with attachment and the AA phenotype in typical EAEC while strains lacking these structures have been shown to use a type IV pilus (atypical strain C1096) encoded by genes located in an IncI1 plasmid (Dudley et al., 2006a) while the Hda adhesin is responsible for attachment in strains lacking the AAF (Boisen et al., 2008).

To investigate the adhesive mechanism of the German outbreak E. coli O104:H4 strain on fresh produce and abiotic surfaces, Nagy et al., (2016) noticed that deletion of the aggA gene which codes for the AAF/I fimbriae subunit (AggA) greatly reduced colonization. This observation suggests that it plays a role in the adherence and subsequent colonization of spinach leaves. In contrast to the attachment mechanism of typical EAEC foodborne pathogen such as E. coli 104:H4 possessing the transcriptional activator AggR, that regulates virulence mechanisms involved in attachment (Estrada-Garcia and Navarro-Garcia et al. 2012), atypical EAEC (lacking AggR) were noted to mediate AA and attachment to abiotic surfaces such as glass through a type IV pilus carried on the Incompatibility class 1 (IncI1) plasmid of the EAEC strain C1096 (Dudley et al., 2006a).
This observation shows the various differing mechanisms that facilitate the persistence of DEC foodborne pathogens in the open environment thereby complicating potential intervention and prevention measures.

### 2.6.1.2 Biofilm formation as an adaptation utilized by Diarrheagenic Escherichia coli to enhance environmental persistence in the open environment

Biofilms describe sessile communities of single or multiple species that are characterized by long-term bacteria to bacteria and subsequently bacteria to surface adherence that favour attachment to surfaces in comparison to a planktonic state (Niba et al., 2007). Biofilm formation occurs through the Type 6 secretion system in and depending on the availability of favourable conditions occurs in a contact-dependent mechanism of effector delivery (Silverman et al. 2012). The ability of DEC to form biofilms has been shown to support persistence within the food production environment (Giaouris et al., 2015) and domestic setting (Ahmed et al., 2013) supporting its ability to cause human infections through cross-contamination. For example, the formation of biofilms by ETEC on drinking water contact surfaces is linked to the warm and humid months in Bangladesh, a period when high rates of diarrheal disease (epidemic levels) are noted among poor households (Ahmed et al., 2013). Similarly, biofilm formation by potentially pathogenic E. coli was noticed to occur under conditions relevant to the food production chain (Nesse et al., 2014). In this work, intimin positive (eae+) strains had higher biofilm formation capacity at lower temperatures (12° and 20°C) than those without intimin (eae-) (Nesse et al., 2014). Intimin negative (eae-) strains instead had higher biofilm capacity at a high temperature (37°C) suggesting that the intimin attachment protein played a role in environmental attachment albeit at lower temperatures (Nesse et al., 2014). The observations from this work suggest that DEC may use different mechanisms to promote biofilm formation and thereby persistence based on the prevailing conditions. Secondly, the same attachment structures such as intimin that facilitate persistence of EPEC and STEC in the human body may also be applicable in the open external environment. These scenarios further emphasize DEC versatility and the risk posed to food contamination and subsequent illness. Aside from temperature, environmental factors such as nutrient medium and the attachment surface affect the ability of DEC to form biofilms and consequently further persistence within a food production environment. On using two E. coli O157:H7 outbreak strains possessing curli fimbriae to assess biofilm formation in differential media and two different abiotic surfaces, (Carter et al., 2016) noticed higher biofilm formation
on stainless steel (Luria broth without salt) and polypropylene (spinach lysates). The change in physiological state of the strains when grown in spinach lysates preventing curli production coupled with the presence of other uncharacterized adherence factors was suggested as the cause of reduced biofilm production observed on stainless steel surfaces in the respective samples (Carter et al., 2016).

2.6.2 Lateral gene transfer as a tool utilized by DEC for adaptation to the agricultural and food production environment

The diversity of DEC is primarily associated with the acquisition of mobile elements such as plasmids, bacteriophages, genomic islands and chromosomal DNA through mechanisms such as conjugation, transduction and natural transformation (Blount, 2015; Leimbach et al., 2013). The foreign genetic material can be acquired through exchange with closely and distantly related strains within a specified host (human gut) or within the open environment by the acquisition of naked free flowing DNA packaged in a plasmid or bacteriophage. Through the acquisition of foreign DNA, its survival of cellular defence mechanisms, establishment via Lateral gene transfer (LGT) into the main chromosome or as an extrachromosomal element and clonal multiplication in the new host, the newly acquired genetic information may become abundant in the host cell population. Additionally, via mutations, expression of the obtained DNA may be further regulated and tuned with the encoded proteins for better integration into the bacterial cellular networks (Skippington and Ragan, 2011). The core bacterial chromosomal genes that initiate cellular processes such as replication, transcription and translation are tightly regulated. Consequently, acquiring foreign DNA is crucial in helping adjust to new environmental pressures (Leimbach et al., 2013).

2.6.2.1 Mobile genetic elements assisting in the adaptation to a hostile open environment

It has suggested that only genes necessary for critical bacterial processes will be absent in the open environment (Touchon et al., 2009). This is because apart from the genes required for vital metabolic and nutritional bacterial processes necessary for survival, the rest are accessory genes that can be acquired from or dispelled into the environment (Soborg et al., 2013). Additionally, based on the prevailing environmental conditions, these accessory genes facilitate adaptation to a given environmental niche (Soborg et al., 2013; Touchon et al., 2009). This suggestion has been corroborated by (Sidhu et al. 2013) and Soborg et al. (2013) who found many bacterial virulence genes associated with DEC including toxins, adhesins, secretion systems and regulators of virulence factors within the soil and freshwater
environments. The acquisition of these genes correlated to several factors such as genome size, genome G-C composition, carbon utilization and oxygen tolerance (Jain et al., 2003; Skippington and Ragan, 2011a) with the process favouring more closely related strains.

The family Enterobacteriaceae, in which DEC resorts, forms part of a large group of bacterial species that have commensal, symbiotic or pathogenic relationships within the open environment (Van Overbeek et al., 2014). Such as scenario can potentially aid persistence and fitness of DEC through the exchange of mobile genetic elements (Fletcher et al., 2013; Van Overbeek et al., 2014). Foodborne DEC have larger genomes than commensals suggesting the ability to tolerate variable conditions facilitated by a more extensive repertoire of adaptive genes (Van Overbeek et al., 2014). This evolutionary adaptation has been suggested as a means by which DEC increase environmental persistence to heightening the chance of entering the human body through the faecal-oral route (Xicohtencatl-Cortes et al., 2009) because these pathogens have evolved to closely match changes in human diets (Reperant et al., 2012).

These findings suggest that DEC faces pressures within the open environment that select for survival traits, many of which are virulence genes (Soborg et al., 2013).

2.6.2.2 Lateral gene transfer and its role in the emergence of Diarrheagenic Escherichia coli pathotypes and subsequent environmental persistence

DEC pathotypes have evolved independently through multiple acquisitions of virulence factors by Lateral gene transfer (LGT) resulting in diverse and dynamic genomic structures that may represent overlapping ecological niches as they have a different distribution in humans, domesticated animals and wild animals (Tenaillon et al., 2010). However, E. coli classification based on DEC pathotypes mostly provides a clinical/public health categorization of a small group of strains within the more abundant species with a usually vague description of environmental distribution. Therefore, this categorization unintentionally neglects crucial factors such as phylogeny that may influence the ecology and distribution of this group of pathogens within the open environment outside the human host (Robins-Browne et al., 2016).

2.6.2.3 DEC phylogeny and the emergence of new pathotypes

DEC pathotypes fall within all phylogroups of E. coli phylogeny including phylogroups A, B1, B2, D1, D2 and E (Chaudhuri and Henderson, 2012). A close relationship exists among phylogroups A, B1, D1 and E of which (A and B1) (Figure 2.3) form the most recently emerged phylogroups of strains (Chaudhuri and Henderson, 2012).
On the other hand, phylogroups B2 and D2 form the backbone of the ancient strains from which the other groups have emerged making them the earliest members on the ancestry tree (Leimbach et al., 2013). Group A is mostly composed of commensals, B1 has non-O157 EHEC, D1 has EAEC and EHEC O157 while ETEC does not fall in any phylogroup but rather occurs across the whole spectrum. This broad spectrum of characterization can complicate the ability to study the ecology of DEC strains (Leimbach et al., 2013). The close relationship of phylogroups A, B1, D1 and E1 which consist of common foodborne pathogens, as well as commensals, may facilitate the exchange of virulence factors within the open environment and hence enhance the emergence of new strains (commensal and pathogen) or more lethal pathogens (pathogen to pathogen). This could result from the high gene flux in E. coli which causes closely related strains to share a significant amount of accessory genes (Touchon et al., 2009). Additionally, at broader taxonomic scales lateral gene transfer is more frequent within than between taxonomic groups because such strains usually share a similar life style (Skippington and Ragan, 2012). For example, intra-group edges linking phylogenetic groups A, B1 and B2 with D are more frequent as most are commensal compared to extra-intestinal pathogens (B2 and D) which raises the possibility of preferential transfer (Skippington and Ragan, 2012). Additionally, phylogeny has been suggested as more important than ecology in influencing genetic exchange because genetic material exchanged among closely related individuals can be integrated by homologous recombination and has greater compatibility with the native host (Jain et al., 1999). Furthermore, the shared evolutionary history of closely related individuals biases the uptake of genetic material including phage host infection biases, DNA uptake specificity and quorum sensing (Thomas and Nielsen, 2005). The bacterial life style, environmental niche and phylogeny do not substantially hinder lateral gene transfer although transfer is biased towards closely related species (Skippington and Ragan, 2012).

Consequently, phylogeny may help food safety and public health practitioners to better understand the ecology as well as metabolic and phenotypic characteristics associated with the different DEC pathotypes within the open environment. This information can be used to infer DEC ecological distribution over geographic and temporal scales which is vital in coming up with appropriate interventions for preventing the contamination and subsequent proliferation of these pathogens on food and within environmental sources, thereby reducing the risk of foodborne illness. Additionally, by using phylogeny which describes the genetic ancestry of DEC through the broader spectrum of the whole E. coli species, we can potentially assess the
risk of emerging foodborne pathogens through the acquisition of virulence factors by Lateral gene transfer.

2.6.2.4 Increased environmental persistence and virulence of DEC through the acquisition of mobile genetic elements

By acquiring new virulence genes, DEC pathotypes may be able to survive longer in the open environment through increased virulence which usually correlates with resistance to increasing environmental pressure (Soborg et al., 2013). Additionally, new pathotypes may emerge that could increase the risk of causing human illness through the faecal-oral route. Phylogenetically related DEC such as non-0157 STEC (B1), O157 STEC (E) and EAEC (B1) may easily exchange genes leading to the emergence of new pathotypes (Chaudhuri and Henderson, 2012). This scenario is not unprecedented and has been reported in recent times such as during the 2011 German *E. coli* outbreak associated with *E. coli* O104:H4 strain that had characteristics of both EAEC and STEC (Rasko et al., 2011). This emerging foodborne pathogen was suggested to have acquired a plasmid containing the *AAF/I* locus but having lost the *AAF/II* locus while gaining a plasmid with the gene encoding *CTX-M-15* extended-spectrum beta-lactamase (ESBL) producing antibiotics (Van Overbeek et al., 2014). Additionally, this pathotype was noticed to have recently acquired the Stx2 encoding phage leading to its notably increased virulence compared to prototypical EAEC strains (Rasko et al., 2011) further suggesting that emergence of new pathogenic subtypes is ongoing and presents a viable risk to food safety and public health.

Similarly, *E. coli* O157:H7 is suggested to have diverged from an O55:H7 EPEC precursor by the acquisition of virulence factors such as phage-encoded Shiga toxin (Leimbach et al., 2013). The ability to acquire this toxin has been suggested as a defensive mechanism against predation by protozoa in the open environment (Martínez, 2013) which indirectly ended up as a negative consequence to human health by causing haemorrhagic colitis (HC) and haemorrhagic uremic syndrome (HUS). Additionally, STEC strains such as O157:H7 strain EDL 933 use the locus of enterocyte effacement (LEE), a genomic island whose actions are facilitated through the T3SS to facilitate the persistence on green leafy vegetables as well as internalization into the stomata and plant vascular tissues (Xicohtencatl-Cortes et al., 2009). The LEE is a virulence factor in EPEC and EHEC intestinal infections that is associated with the attaching and effacing phenotype (Kaper et al., 2004).
In the food industry, heat resistance within bacterial pathogens is a primary concern that can complicate the provision of safe food since heat treatment is a conventional processing technique that helps kill pathogens such as DEC. However, foodborne *E. coli* strains have shown high heat resistance (Mercer et al., 2015). In this study, it was reported that strains were found to possess a $D_{60}$-value of greater than 10 minutes with subsequent genomic analysis of the strains revealing possession of a pathogenic island, the locus of heat resistance (LHT), with high homology to those found in *Cronobacter sakazakii* and *Klebsiella pneumoniae* (Mercer et al., 2015). The transfer of the LHT into commensal strains led to the acquisition of the heat resistant phenotype (Mercer et al., 2015) further exemplifying how these elements can lead to the emergence of highly resilient strains.

### 2.6.3 *Escherichia coli* response to the changing environmental conditions with emphasis on Diarrheagenic *Escherichia coli*

To survive the harsh conditions of the open environment, DEC have evolved a complex interplay of bacterial response systems that facilitate adjustment to the prevailing conditions. Principal among these interconnected response systems includes the alternate sigma factor, *RpoS* that is a global response mechanism to stressful conditions (Battesti et al., 2011). Additionally, bacterial secretion systems including the type 3 secretion systems, type 4 secretion systems and type 6 secretion systems form apparatuses that aid in translocation of proteins and DNA through and across cellular membranes enabling response to conditions such as changes in temperature, osmotic pressure, oxygen levels and moisture (Green and Mecsas, 2015).

#### 2.6.3.1 *Escherichia coli* response to environmental stresses with emphasis on Diarrheagenic *Escherichia coli* in the open environment outside the human host

*E. coli* when encountering stressful conditions such as temperature, pH, osmotic pressure and nutrient starvation can trigger global stress response mechanisms dependant on the alternate sigma factor *RpoS* (Battesti et al., 2011). The *RpoS* through interaction with the core RNA polymerase (RNAP) and in the process controlling approximately 500 genes allows bacteria to withstand stressful conditions and treatments (Ng and Bassler, 2009). For example, in the common foodborne pathogen *E. coli* O157:H7 this factor enables increased tolerance to low pH conditions (Chauret, 2011), a hurdle commonly used to improve the shelf life of food.
Additionally, the RpoS gene has been noted to control the expression of the heat shock (dnak) and cold shock (CspA, yfiA) proteins which have been shown to have high expression in *E. coli* O157: H7 during stress conditions (Chauret, 2011).

In a bid to study the proteome of *E. coli* O157:H7 and *E. coli* O104:H4 using tandem mass spectrometry under minimal nutrient conditions, Islam et al., (2016), noticed in both pathogens high prevalence of the virulence factors commonly associated with human disease. For example, proteins from O157:H7 include LEE proteins such as intimin and Tir involved in iron scavenging (Islam et al., 2016). Similarly, proteins from O104:H4 included AAFI, serine protease autotransporters, beta-lactamases and Shiga toxin 2 subunit B (Islam et al., 2016). These results suggest that to survive outside the human intestines, DEC must be able to respond to stresses of poor nutrient environments probably by facilitating expression of virulence genes (Islam et al., 2016). Increases in expression of virulence and antibiotic resistance genes maybe a response mechanism to stresses such as limited nutrient conditions as a means of facilitating adaption to environmental conditions outside the human host (Islam et al., 2016).

The ability to metabolize different environmental substrates may also provide an evolutionary advantage for pathogens such as *E. coli* O157:H7 to survive in the open environment (Franz et al., 2011). For example, the ability to grow on propionic, alpha-keto butyric and alpha-hydroxybutyric acid correlated with an increased survival time of *E. coli* O157:H7 in manure-amended soils (Franz et al., 2011).

Additionally, the *E. coli* pentabolome which describes all its metabolic reactions is composed of mostly (57%) core reactions that are common to all strains (Leimbach et al., 2013). The majority of the pentabolome reactions are anabolic (molecule building) while most catabolic (molecule breakdown) reactions make up the dispensable metabolome (Leimbach et al., 2013). Therefore, *E. coli* and notably DEC have evolved mechanisms that can acquire or dispense genes to respond to the prevailing environmental conditions facilitating growth and colonization of a given environment.

**2.6.4 Escherichia coli bacterial secretion systems and their role in environmental persistence**

The type 3 secretion system spans three cellular membranes (inner, outer and eukaryotic host cell membrane) enabling bacteria to deliver effector proteins into host cells allowing bacterial
survival and colonization (Deng et al., 2017). In STEC O157:H7 strain EDL933, the Type 3 secretion system gene cluster was noted to enable persistence on leafy green vegetables (Xicohtencatl-Cortes et al., 2009). Similarly, the Type 4 secretion system clusters are large protein complexes traversing the cell envelopes of many bacteria and contain a channel through which protein-protein or protein DNA complexes can be translocated enabling transfer of virulence genes and hence facilitation of environmental adaptation (Skippington and Ragan, 2011b). For example, most type 4SS clusters in Gram-negative bacteria encode a small protein that resembles the TraA pilin (encoded by the *E. coli* F plasmid) which might help establish contact between donor and target cells (Skippington and Ragan, 2011b).

Furthermore, the Type 6 secretion system also negotiates interactions with eukaryotic and prokaryotic competitors in Gram-negative bacteria by encoding cytoplasmic, periplasmic and membrane proteins to form a trans envelope apparatus (Silverman et al., 2012). The type 6 secretion system is tightly regulated together with other virulence gene determinants such as quorum sensing and flagella synthesis to help the bacteria respond to changes in the different environments such as water, soil or specific host tissues (Leung et al., 2011).

This coordinated response occurs through the activation of bacterial secretion systems and flagella synthesis at the proper time (Leung et al., 2011). For example, in EAEC, expression of the *sci-2* gene cluster (a T6SS gene cluster), is positively regulated by *AggR*, and *Arac*-like transcriptional factors also inducing expression of plasmid carried genes mediating aggregative adherence (Dudley et al., 2006b).

### 2.7 Conclusion and future perspectives

In this mini-review, we have sought to explore some of the inherent bacterial properties responsible for the persistence of DEC in the open environment. Our specific focus on outbreak pathogens suggests they employ the same virulence genes at least in some part to navigate the harsh environmental conditions. This scenario implicates virulence genes in the facilitation of DEC persistence within the human body and open environment.

Elucidating these mechanisms of persistence will enable the use of effective food safety interventions that shall prevent contamination and reduce the persistence of DEC within the food chain thereby reducing the risk of foodborne illness. For instance, understanding how DEC attaches to different food contact surfaces coupled with the identification of processing
conditions favouring expression of attachment extracellular proteins (biofilm formation) shall enable the design of resilient food contact surfaces and optimized of processing conditions.

While a decent body of literature is emerging regarding the circulation of DEC within the open environment, there is still a lot of information lacking regarding the distribution of these pathogens in different geographical and temporal regions. Most large-scale studies have focused on characterization of DEC from clinical specimen although these pathogens spread via the oral-faecal route. Therefore, more studies tracking the prevalence of these pathogens within food and environmental sources is warranted since these pathotypes have emerged independently worldwide within different ecological niches (Chaudhuri and Henderson, 2012; Leimbach et al., 2013).

The rise of microbiome research (human, soil, water, built environment) should help shed more light on the ecology of DEC within the open environment. The total number of microbiota and genes within a given environment (microbiota) has been shown to influence not only the overall ecological health but also the health of humans and animals within it (Alivisatos et al., 2015; Mariadassou et al., 2015; Martiny et al., 2015; Ramirez et al., 2018). Additionally, the role of higher taxonomic groups in predicting the overall population of lower groups (species) has been suggested as a means of tracking prevalence of pathogenic and non-pathogenic microbial groups over geographical and temporal sites leading to what ecologists would describe as biogeography (Philippot et al., 2010).

Some questions that may require answers in the future include the following: What type of microbiome favours the emergence and persistence of DEC within an agricultural food processing and environment? What environmental pressures either anthropogenic through factors such as antibiotic resistance or climatic through warmer temperatures drive the emergence of new DEC pathotypes in previously unaffected foods and ecological habitats? How can we track such heterogeneous pathogens using quick diagnostics especially in the changing landscape of microbiology that is encouraging targeting of microbial communities rather than single strains?

Answers to many of these questions will be obtained through the collaborative effort of agricultural, clinical, environmental, food and veterinary practitioners seeking to understand the underlying mechanisms enabling proliferation of such pathogens (Fletcher et al., 2013). For instance, global initiatives such as the ‘one health’ approach that seeks to bring together
environmental and health professional and make their research collaborative (Atlas, 2012), is a step in the right direction.
3. Hypothesis and Objectives

3.1 Hypotheses

The study stated the following hypotheses;

i.) *E. coli* strains isolated from food sources and irrigation water from South Africa will possess virulence genes associated with the different Diarrheagenic *E. coli* (DEC) pathotypes. South Africa has a high diarrheal disease burden mainly associated with vulnerable groups such as infants and immune compromised adults (Gray and Vawda, 2016). Additionally the country has been associated with the deteriorating bacteriological quality of surface water sources which predisposes the food chain to contamination with foodborne pathogens (Aijuka et al., 2015; Caine et al., 2014; Ijabadeniyi et al., 2011). DEC has been associated with many foodborne pathogens many of which are transferred through the fecal-oral route (Ceuppens et al., 2014; Croxen et al., 2013). Additionally, DEC has been noted to use virulence factors associated with common human disease such as aggregative adherence fimbriae I (AAF/I) (Nagy et al., 2016) and the type 3 secretion system (Saldaña et al., 2011) to facilitate adherence to food sources enabling persistence and subsequent transfer to the human host. Furthermore, DEC have been suggested to live a bi-phasic life style that enables extended persistence within the open environment outside the human host (Dini-Andreote et al., 2012)

ii.) Non-DEC associated with food sources and irrigation water will be associated with phenotypes associated with intestinal dysfunction, a condition that describes destabilization of the normal microflora associated with a healthy gut. Intestinal dysfunction has been associated with a bloom in bacteria from the phylum Proteobacteria, family *Enterobacteriaceae* and species *E. coli* which increases the risk to inflammation and gastrointestinal disease (Blanton et al., 2016; Shin et al., 2015). Inflammation generates nitrate which is utilized by *Enterobacteriaceae* anaerobically thereby outcompeting the obligately anaerobic groups, Bacteroides and Firmicutes that are associated with a healthy gut (Shin et al., 2015). South Africa has a high diarrheal disease burden especially among vulnerable groups such as infants and the immune-compromised that may be linked to higher rate of inflammation. Additionally, a high prevalence *E. coli* has been isolated from food sources (Njage and Buys, 2017; Ntuli et al., 2016) and irrigation water sources
(Aijuka et al., 2015; Ijabadeniyi et al., 2011) suggesting a link between the high diarrheal disease burden among the country's vulnerable population with the equally high prevalence of inflammation causing *E. coli* strains in the food chain.

iii.) Real time quantitative PCR (qPCR) coupled with melt curve analysis provide the capacity for simultaneously detecting Cefotaxime-resistant (CTX-M) extended beta-lactamase enzyme producing genes and virulence factors (shigatoxin 1, shigatoxin 2 and intimin) in *E. coli* previously isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa. QPCR technology merges the polymerase chain reaction chemistry with the use of fluorescent reporter molecules in order to monitor the production of amplification products during each cycle of the PCR reaction (Navarro et al., 2015). Intercalating dyes such as SYBR Green bind to the minor groove of double stranded DNA (dsDNA) causing fluorescence that increases and can be measured in the extension phase of each cycle of qPCR (Eischeid, 2011). DNA melting curve analysis using dsDNA-specific dyes produces complex and reproducible melting profiles, resulting in the detection of multiple melting peaks from a single amplicon and allowing the discrimination of different species (Rasmussen et al., 2007). Identification of the amplicon of interest can be achieved by examining the first derivative of the melting curve and identifying the characteristic "melt peak" (Tm), which is the temperature at which the rate of fluorescence change (DNA denaturation) is highest and is observed in the raw data as a sudden decrease in fluorescence (Rasmussen et al., 2007).
3.2 Objectives

The objectives of the study were to;

i.) Characterize *E. coli* previously isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa based on the major DEC pathotypes commonly associated with foodborne disease including; enteropathogenic *E. coli* (EPEC), enterotoxigenic *E. coli* (ETEC), enteroaggregative *E. coli* (EAEC) and diffusely adherent *E. coli* (DAEC) with the aim of determining which pathotypes are associated with food sources (producer distributor bulk milk, irrigated lettuce, street vendor coleslaw) and irrigation water and potentially by association the high diarrheal disease burden noticed with the country

ii.) Determine whether non-DEC strains isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa are associated with phenotypes such as biofilm formation, cytotoxicity, disruption of epithelial cell barriers and induction of pro-inflammatory cytokines *in-vitro* that may be linked to intestinal dysfunction in a bid to understand the risk faced by consumers from non-pathogenic but potentially harmful *E. coli* transmitted through the food chain

iii.) Develop a multiplex real time qPCR assay for simultaneous detection of cefotaxime resistant (*CTX-M*) extended beta-lactamase producing (ESBL) and virulence (shigatoxin 1, shigatoxin 2 and intimin) genes in *E. coli* isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa with the aim of providing a rapid, accurate and efficient method of characterizing and monitoring emerging foodborne and antibiotic resistant pathogens that pose an immediate but unquantified risk to food safety and public health in South Africa
4. Research Chapter

This section is composed of 3 research chapters written in the format of the Journal to which they were/are intended to be submitted:


4.2) *Escherichia coli* isolated from food sources and irrigation water: A potential risk for causing intestinal dysfunction? This paper was prepared for submission to the Journal: *Food Research International*

4.3) Detection of Extended Beta Lactamase Cefotaxime Resistance and Virulence Genes in *Escherichia coli* by Duplex Quantitative Real Time PCR and Melt Curve Analysis. This paper was prepared for submission to the Journal: *Applied and Environmental Microbiology*
4.1 Enteroaggregative *Escherichia coli* is the predominant diarrheagenic *E. coli* pathotype in irrigation water and food sources in South Africa

**Abstract**

Diarrheagenic *E. coli* (DEC) has been implicated in foodborne outbreaks worldwide and has been associated with childhood stunting in the absence of diarrhoea. Infection is extraordinarily common, but the routes of transmission have not been determined. Therefore, determining the most prevalent pathotypes in food and environmental sources may help provide better guidance to various stakeholders in ensuring food safety and public health and advancing understanding of the epidemiology of enteric disease. We characterized 205 *E. coli* strains previously isolated from producer distributor bulk milk (PDBM)(118), irrigation water (48), irrigated lettuce (29) and street vendor coleslaw (10) in South Africa. Enteropathogenic *E. coli* (EPEC), enterotoxigenic *E. coli* (ETEC), enteroaggregative *E. coli* (EAEC) and diffusely adherent *E. coli* (DAEC) were sought. We used PCR and partial gene sequencing for all 205 strains while 46 out of 205 that showed poor resolution with PCR in comparison to control strains thereby yielding inconclusive results were subsequently characterized using cell adherence (HeLa cells).

PCR and partial gene sequencing of *aatA* and/or *aaiC* genes confirmed EAEC (2%, 5 out of 205) as the only pathotype. Phylogenetic analysis of sequenced EAEC strains with *E. coli* strains in GenBank showing ≥80% nucleotide sequence similarity based on possession of *aaiC* and *aatA* generated distinct clusters of strains separated predominantly based on their source of isolation (food source or human stool) suggesting a potential role of virulence genes in source tracking. EAEC 24%, 11 out of 46 strains (PDBM=15%, irrigation water=7%, irrigated lettuce=2%) was similarly the predominant pathotype followed by strains showing invasiveness to HeLa cells, 4%, 2 out of 46 (PDBM=2%, irrigated lettuce=2%), among stains characterized using cell adherence.

Therefore, EAEC may be the leading cause of DEC associated food and water-borne enteric infection in South Africa. Additionally, solely using molecular based methods targeting virulence gene determinants may underestimate prevalence, especially among heterogeneous pathogens such as EAEC.

**Key words:** Enteroaggregative *E. coli*, Evolutionary relationship, Virulence genes, Cell adherence assay, Multiplex PCR, Foodborne pathogens
Abbreviations: DEC-diarrheagenic *E. coli*; EAEC-enteroaggregative *E. coli*; EIEC-enteroinvasive *E. coli*; ETEC-enterotoxigenic *E. coli*; EPEC-enteropathogenic *E. coli*; DAEC-diffusely adherent *E. coli*; AIEC-adherently invasive *E. coli*; DMEM-Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium; PBS-Phosphate Saline Buffer; MEGA- Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis; NICD- National Institute of Communicable Diseases; TSB-Tryptone Soy Broth; UPEC-Uropathogenic *E. coli*
4.1.1 Introduction

Diarrheagenic *Escherichia coli* (DEC) has long been associated with foodborne illness and outbreaks worldwide, thereby posing a risk to global food safety and public health. *E. coli* pathotypes commonly associated with illness amongst varying age groups and geographical locations include enteropathogenic (EPEC), enterotoxigenic (ETEC), enterohaemorrhagic (EHEC), enteroaggregative (EAEC), diffusely adherent (DAEC) and enteroinvasive (EIEC) *E. coli* (Croxen et al., 2013; Kaper et al., 2004; Nataro and Kaper, 1998). However, recent studies have implicated less characterized strains in disease outbreaks such as EAEC producing shigatoxins (*E. coli* O104:H4 in 2011) that caused a large scale foodborne outbreak throughout Europe in 2011 (Rasko et al., 2011). Additionally, adherent and invasive *E. coli* (AIEC) has been linked to patients with Crohn’s disease (Nash et al., 2010). Outbreaks such as that occurring in Germany in 2011 suggest risk of highly virulent pathotypes emerging, possibly driven by factors such as climate change (Carlton et al., 2016). In addition to diarrhoea, EAEC has been associated with growth faltering in children in the absence of diarrhoea (Acosta et al., 2016) and molecular studies have suggested that up to 80% of children may harbour EAEC at a point in time (Platts-Mills et al., 2015).

Variation in epidemiology of diarrhoeal disease and associated pathotypes has been linked to geographical, temporal and climatic conditions complicating food safety and public health prevention and control initiatives especially in resource limited countries (Carlton et al., 2016). South Africa like many developing and Sub-Saharan African countries experiences a high incidence of diarrhoea (Tau et al., 2012) in infants and immune compromised adults, such as HIV-positive patients (Samie et al., 2007). Such illness would disproportionately affect the low income population, which makes up a large part of the urban and rural population (World Bank, 2014) due to inadequate waste disposal and sanitation facilities (Baker et al., 2016). Within South Africa, The National Institute of Communicable Diseases (NICD) initiated a national surveillance program to monitor diarrheagenic pathotypes (Tau et al., 2012).

This initiative coupled with additional site specific studies from clinical specimens (Bisi-johnson et al., 2011; Samie et al., 2007) and food and environmental sources (Adefisoye and Okoh, 2016; Castro-Rosas et al., 2012; Farrokh et al., 2013; Gemmell and Schmidt, 2012; Newell et al., 2010) have helped shed light on the magnitude of the diarrheal disease burden associated with DEC as well as its prevalence within the environment.
Gaps remain in understanding the prevalence of DEC pathotype(s) in food and environmental sources over varying geographical, temporal and sample sources. Such information would help link observed infections/outbreaks with more specific food and environmental sources providing more informed guidance to food safety and public health interventions (Newell et al., 2010). The present study followed from two major previously concluded studies. The first study was initiated by The South African Department of Agriculture and Water Research Commission to help characterize the bacterial quality of South African irrigation water (Aijuka et al., 2015). A high prevalence of faecal indicators within milk sold by unregulated retailers alarmed the South African Dairy Standard Agency which subsequently initiated the second study to characterize its microbiological quality (Ntuli et al., 2017, 2016).

We sought to determine the most prevalent DEC pathotypes associated with E. coli previously isolated from food sources and irrigation water collected in South Africa over varying geographical and temporal spans. Additionally, we sought to determine food sources associated with highest prevalence of DEC.

4.1.2 Materials and Methods

4.1.2.1. Escherichia coli isolate source

A total of 205 E. coli strains previously isolated from irrigation water, irrigated lettuce, producer distributor bulk milk (PDBM) and street vendor coleslaw were used in this study. This bacterial collection included 48 isolates from irrigation water (Aijuka et al., 2015; Aijuka, 2014), 29 from irrigated lettuce (Aijuka, 2014), a total of 118 from milk (pasteurized and unpasteurized PDBM) sold by small holder sellers (producer-distributor) (Ntuli et al., 2016) and 10 from street-vendor coleslaw purchased in Pretoria City, South Africa. All isolates collected in these studies were stored at -80°C at the Department of Food Science, University of Pretoria, South Africa in Tryptone Soy Broth (TSB)(Biolab Diagnostics (Pty) Ltd, Midrand, South Africa) containing 30% glycerol (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA).

4.1.2.2. Isolate resuscitation and transportation

The isolates were regrown in TSB, incubated at 37°C overnight and transferred onto freshly prepared TSB agar slants in McCartney bottles. Slants were incubated at 37°C overnight and couriered to The Child Health Research Center, Department of Pediatrics, University of Virginia School of Medicine, Charlottesville, Virginia USA where all subsequent analyses were done. All isolates were resuscitated in Luria Broth Base, Miller’s modification (LB;
AmericanBio Inc, Natick, MA, USA) and subsequently grown on LB plates with respective overnight incubation at 37°C prior to any analysis.

4.1.2.3. Haemolysin production in *E. coli* isolates

All 205 isolates were grown on 5% blood agar (Hardy Diagnostics, Santa Maria, CA, USA), incubated at 37°C and checked for beta or alpha haemolysis as an indicator of the presence of hemolysins (Greene et al., 2015).

4.1.2.4. Molecular characterization of EPEC, ETEC, EAEC and DAEC

ETEC, EPEC and EAEC pathotypes were identified using a multiplex polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (Panchalingam et al., 2012). PCR targets (Table 4.1.1) included ETEC heat-labile (*LT*) and heat-stable (*STh*) enterotoxin genes, the EPEC intimin (*eae* gene) outer membrane protein adhesin and *bfpA*, the gene encoding the bundle forming pili (BFP); the EAEC plasmid-encoded gene *aatA*; and the EAEC chromosomally encoded *aaiC* locus. The gene targets are known virulence determinants of their respective pathogens (Nataro and Kaper, 1998). Strains positive for *eae* but not BFP were designated as atypical EPEC. Strains positive for either ETEC enterotoxins were considered ETEC and strains positive for either EAEC factor were considered EAEC. A monoplex PCR reaction targeting an accessory gene (*daaC*) of a major fimbrial sub-unit, F1845, was used for identifying DAEC (Campos et al., 1999).

Template DNA was prepared by mixing a loop-full of an overnight culture with 500µL of BP 2819 Water (Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) in a 2 mL eppendorf tube (Eppendorf AG, Hamburg, Germany) and heating it to boiling for 20 minutes. The mixture was rapidly cooled on ice and centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 2 minutes. The supernatant was collected and stored at -20°C and used as template DNA in all subsequent tests.

For the PCR reaction, 3 µL of template DNA was added to 10 µL of Quick-Load® *Taq* 2X Master Mix containing 20 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM KCl, 3.0 mM MgCl₂, 0.2mM deoxynucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs) and 50 µg/mL Hot Start *Taq* DNA polymerase (New England Biolabs). Each primer pair (0.4 µL of 20 pmol/µL) was added together with 3µL of RNase-free water to a final volume of 20 µL. PCR was performed under the following conditions: preheating at 96°C for 4 min, denaturation at 95°C for 20 secs, annealing at 57°C for 20 secs, elongation at 72°C for 1 min. PCR was performed for 35 cycles with final extension at 72°C for 7 min in an Eppendorf Mastercycler Gradient thermal cycler (Eppendorf AG).
The amplification products were separated through a 2% agarose gel and visualized by ultraviolet light trans-illumination after ethidium bromide staining. The 1-kb plus A 100-bp DNA ladder (New England BioLabs, Ipswich, MA, USA) was used as a molecular size marker in gel. Control strains employed in every PCR reaction were ETEC H10407, EAEC 042 and for EPEC strains CVD 28 (eae positive) and HB101 (pMAR7) (bfpA-positive).

For DAEC, PCR regents and consumables were as described in the multiplex assay above. Thermo-cycling conditions included the following: Preheating at 95°C for 3 min, denaturation at 95°C for 30 seconds, annealing at 60°C for 30 seconds and elongation at 68°C for 2 minutes. PCR was performed for 35 cycles with a final extension at 68°C for 10 minutes. DAEC strain C1845 was used as a positive control.

4.1.2.5 Partial gene sequencing of PCR positive DEC isolates

PCR amplification products were separated in a 2% agarose gel, visualized by ultraviolet light trans-illumination after ethidium bromide staining, excised, and purified using a QIAquick® PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen Inc, Germantown, MD, USA) per the manufacturer’s instructions. The purified PCR product was mixed with a single primer of the respective gene target (1 µL), 10 µL of DNA template and 4 µL of RNase free water to make a total of 15 µL in a PCR grade tube. The samples were delivered for final analytical confirmation to the DNA Sequencing Service (GeneScipt USA Inc.) at The University of Virginia.
Table 4.1.1 Primer sequences and the expected amplicon sizes for the multiplex polymerase chain reaction employed in the detection of Diarrheagenic *Escherichia coli*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathogen</th>
<th>Primer</th>
<th>Target Gene</th>
<th>Primer Sequence (5’-3’)</th>
<th>Amplicon (bp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LT-F</td>
<td>Let</td>
<td>CACACGGAGCTCCTCAGTC</td>
<td>508</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT-R</td>
<td></td>
<td>CCCCCAGCTTAGCTTTTT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST-F</td>
<td>Est</td>
<td>GCTAAACCAGTAG/AGGTCTTCAAAA</td>
<td>147</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST-R</td>
<td></td>
<td>CCCGGTACAG/AGCAGGATTACAACA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPEC</td>
<td>BFPA-F</td>
<td>bfpA</td>
<td>GGAAGTCAAAATTCATGGGGG</td>
<td>367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPEC</td>
<td>BFPA-R</td>
<td></td>
<td>GGAATCAGACGCAGACTGGT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPEC</td>
<td>EAE-F</td>
<td>Eae</td>
<td>CCCGAATTCGCCACAAGCATAAGC</td>
<td>881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPEC</td>
<td>EAE-R</td>
<td></td>
<td>CCCGGATCCGTCGCCAGTATTCC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAEC</td>
<td>CVD432F</td>
<td>aatA</td>
<td>CTGGCGAAGACTGTATCAT</td>
<td>630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAEC</td>
<td>CVD432R</td>
<td></td>
<td>CAATGTATAGAATCCGCTGT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAEC</td>
<td>AAIC F</td>
<td>aaiC</td>
<td>ATTTGTCCTAGGCTTTTCAC</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAEC</td>
<td>AAIC R</td>
<td></td>
<td>ACGACACCCCTAGTAACAAA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAEC</td>
<td>DAAC F</td>
<td>daaC</td>
<td>ATTACGTCATCCGGAAGCACACA</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAEC</td>
<td>DAAC R</td>
<td></td>
<td>TTGTCTGCCGTTTATGAGCAAGC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: EAEC, enteroaggregative *Escherichia coli*; EPEC, enteropathogenic *E. coli*; ETEC, enterotoxigenic *E. coli*; EAEC, EPEC and ETEC were identified using a multiplex PCR and primer pairs according to (Panchalingam et al., 2012) and DAEC using a monoplex PCR and primer pairs according to (Campos et al., 1999)
4.1.2.5. Cell adherence assay

As HEp-2 or HeLa cell adherence remains the gold standard for discrimination of DEC pathotypes showing localized (EPEC), aggregative (EAEC) and diffuse (DAEC) adherence (Croxen et al., 2013; Kaper et al., 2004; Nataro and Kaper, 1998), 46 out of the total 205 strains were characterized. The Hep-2 cell adherence assay as described by (Nataro et al., 1987) for differentiating patterns of DEC was used with some modifications. HeLa cells instead of Hep-2 cells were used to determine the adherence patterns of 46 out of the 205 E. coli strains that showed poor resolution with PCR using the daaC gene (DAEC). However, all previously characterized EAEC strains based on PCR and partial gene sequencing of virulence gene determinants were excluded from this analysis. Selection of these strains was based on poor resolution of presumptive DAEC identified using PCR. HeLa cells at 80% confluence were aseptically transferred into 24-well plates (Fisher Scientific) containing 12 mm cover slips (Fisher Scientific) in each well and washed with Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS) (Fisher Scientific) and 1 mL of Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) (Sigma-Aldrich) +0.5% D-mannose (Sigma-Aldrich). The bacterial isolates were grown in 3 mL of LB broth in 13 mL plastic tubes while shaking at 37°C. Ten millilitres of the overnight culture was added to each well using standard strains EPEC E2348/69, EAEC 042 and DAEC 1845 as controls of localized, aggregative and diffuse adherence, respectively. Incubation was at 37°C in a CO2 incubator for 3 and 6 hours (on replenishing with fresh medium after 3 h) for each isolate. The cells were washed gently (3X) with Peptone Buffered Saline (PBS) (Sigma-Aldrich) and 500 µL of 2% formalin were added to fix the samples for 20 min at room temperature. The samples were rinsed (3X) with distilled water (dH2O) and stained with 500 µL of a Giemsa solution (Sigma-Aldrich) for 20 minutes. The samples were rinsed (3X) with dH2O until the colour disappeared. The coverslips were removed from the 24-well plates, air-dried and mounted with a tiny drop of Cytoseal (Fisher Scientific) mounting glue onto a glass slide. The samples were observed under a Zeiss light microscope and images were recorded at 60 X.

4.1.2.6. Statistical analysis

Means for prevalence were calculated for each identified DEC pathotype based on the method of analysis (molecular or cell adherence) for all strains isolated from food sources and irrigation water. We used the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) within National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) to search for nucleotide sequences of E. coli strains deposited in GenBank, with ≥80% similarity to aaiC or aatA sequences found in EAEC strains.
in this study. Thereafter, the evolutionary relationship of each strain was inferred using the Neighbour-Joining method and computed with Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis for Bigger Data Sets version 7.0 (MEGA 7) (Kumar et al., 2016).

4.1.3. Results

4.1.3.1. Haemolysin production

Of the 205 isolates tested on blood agar, only 1 strain from irrigation water (CR4) showed beta-haemolysis and none showed alpha-haemolysis. As haemolysis is correlated with the presence of uropathogenic E. coli, we concluded that these strains were not common in our samples.

4.1.3.2. PCR and partial virulence gene sequencing

Among the different DEC virulence gene determinants sought in our collection of 205 E. coli strains, only those specific for EAEC and DAEC were found by PCR. The remaining 196 isolates were negative for virulence gene determinants of the DEC pathotypes screened for in this study using PCR. Based on PCR (3.9%, 8 out of 205) and (0.5%, 1 out of 205) were EAEC and DAEC respectively (Table 4.1.2). EAEC was predominant among strains from PDBM (5.1%, 6 out of 118) and to a lesser extent irrigation water (4.2%, 2 out of 48) of which a single isolate (K2) carried the aaiC gene and 5 isolates (M1, 57, L7, N25 and 79) carried the aatA gene. The single strain (CR4) of DAEC was from irrigation water. Partial gene sequencing of individual virulence gene determinants associated with each pathotype among PCR positive strains (excluding strain 79) confirmed only EAEC.

Gel electrophoresis bands showing strain 79 after PCR consistently showed a faint signal compared to the other sequenced strains (data not shown) and hence was left out of the sequencing analysis. However, numbers of EAEC were lower compared to those observed based solely on characterization with PCR (Table 4.1.2) suggesting an initial over-estimation of EAEC prevalence. Based on partial gene sequencing, EAEC was found in 2.4%, 5 out of 205 strains. EAEC strains confirmed with partial gene sequencing included K2 positive for aaiC (Table 3). On the other hand, strains 57, L7, MPU(W)5(1) and MPU(W)8(4) were positive for aatA (Table 4.1.3). EAEC was confirmed in PDBM (2.5%, 3 out of 118) and irrigation water (4.2%, 2 out of 48).
4.1.3.3. Evolutionary relationship of EAEC strains isolated from food sources and irrigation in South Africa with genetically related *E. coli* strains in GenBank based on partial gene sequencing of *aaiC* and *aatA* genes

We used the evolutionary relationship of EAEC strains isolated from this study to infer relatedness to *E. coli* strains previously isolated from different sources and deposited within GenBank as a way of determining potential routes for DEC contamination. The nucleotide sequence of the *aaiC* gene in strain K2 from PDBM showed 80% identity to 15 *E. coli* strains in GenBank. The dendrogram constructed to infer the evolutionary relationship of strain K2 with these 15 strains generated 4 distinct clusters; G1, G2, G3 and G4. The strains predominantly clustered based on location of *aaiC* within the bacterium (chromosome or plasmid) as well as on the source of strain isolation (food sources or human stool) (Fig. 4.1.1). G1 predominantly consisted of strains of *E. coli* serovar O104:H4 among which were outbreak strains 227-11 and 2011C-3493 isolated from patients in Germany and The United States respectively. The closest strain related to K2 was also isolated from a food source, *E. coli* strain 06-0048 (Accession number: CP012498.1) isolated from alfalfa sprouts in California USA in 2006. Strains isolated from humans (G1 and G4) were isolated from bloody and non-bloody stool in patients from Denmark, France, Georgia, Poland and the USA suggesting a link of the *aaiC* gene with diarrheal causing *E. coli*.

The nucleotide sequence of the *aatA* gene in strain 57 from milk showed between 90 to 93% identity to 22 *E. coli* strains in GenBank (Table 4.1.3). However, nucleotide sequences from strains L7 isolated from milk as well as MPUW51 and MPU84 both isolated from irrigation water did not have comparisons in GenBank. Nonetheless, we used the 22 strains showing similarity to the single strain 57 for drawing evolutionary relationships with all 4 strains. The dendrogram inferring evolutionary relationships generated 3 clusters G5, G6 and G7 (Fig. 4.1.2).

G5 comprised 3 of the 4 strains (PDBM=2; irrigation water=1) used for the analysis. In spite of clustering together, strains in G5 showed low evolutionary relatedness (Fig. 4.1.2). G6 contained 1 isolate from irrigation water (MPUW51) that showed closest relatedness to *E. coli* strains positive for the *Dr* family of adhesins. Additionally, most isolates in G5 and G7 were isolated from humans. G7 consisted of strains predominantly within the clonal group, sequence type ST131. Strains from G6 and G7 were predominantly isolated from clinical sources. Similarly, as previously noted with strains clustered based on the *aaiC* gene, strains
from this study predominantly clustered based on source of isolation (environmental or clinical). Strains isolated from humans (G6 and G7) were predominantly associated with extraintestinal infections such as urinary tract infections in patients from China, France, Poland, Spain and the UK suggesting a link of aatA with extraintestinal pathogenic E. coli.

4.1.3.4 Adherence tests

The strains predominantly exhibited the characteristic ‘stacked-brick’ pattern or aggregative adherence (AA) of EAEC and to a less extent invasiveness typical of EIEC on HeLa cells (Table 4.1.2). No strain showed the diffuse adherence phenotype typical of DAEC suggesting false positives with PCR that led to the poor resolution previously reported. Based on the adherence and invasive phenotypes, EAEC and EIEC were found in (24%, 11 out of 46) and (4%, 2 out of 46) of strains respectively. EAEC strains exhibited strong to moderate and weak AA capacity (Fig. 3a, 3b and 3c). Prevalence of EAEC in PDBM, irrigation water and irrigated lettuce was (15%, 7 out of 46), (7%, 3 out of 46) and (2%, 1 out of 46) respectively (Table 2). Prevalence of EIEC was 2%, 1 out of 46 in both PDBM and irrigated lettuce.
Table 4.1.2 *Escherichia coli* strains isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa positive for virulence gene determinants (n=205) and cell adherence patterns (n=46) associated with diarrheagenic *E. coli*. Strains tested for cell adherence had shown inconclusive results using PCR when compared with control strains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Method of characterization</th>
<th>HeLa cell adherence pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polymerase chain reaction</td>
<td>Partial gene sequencing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>number of isolates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total*</td>
<td>aaiC (EAEC)</td>
<td>aatA (EAEC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(EAEC)</td>
<td>(EAEC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDBM</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>1(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigation</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigated</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coleslaw</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) not a percentage; Percentages in table reported to the first significant whole number. Number of isolates in parentheses; - not detected/no adherence pattern; *aaiC*- Chromosomal virulence gene determinant in EAEC; *aatA* - Plasmid virulence gene determinant in EAEC; EAEC-enteroaggregative *E. coli*; *daaC*- a major fimbrial sub-unit in standard DAEC strain C1845; DAEC-diffusely adherent *E. coli*; EAEC-enteroaggregative *Escherichia coli*; EIEC-enteroinvasive *E. coli*. All strains tested for cell adherence had previously shown poor resolution using PCR compared to control strains.
Table 4.1.3 Nucleotide sequences of virulence gene determinants associated with enteroaggregative *Escherichia coli* (EAEC) in *Escherichia coli* strains isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Isolate code</th>
<th>Isolate Source</th>
<th>Sequenced gene product (<em>aaiC</em> or <em>aatA</em>)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K2</td>
<td>PDBM - Producer Distributor Bulk Milk; K2-positive for <em>aaiC</em></td>
<td>CTTGGACGGCCTGTATTCTTTGATTTGGTTATATTAAGTTAAAGGGTCACTAAGGAATACAACTCTTTAATTAGGGTATTTTTTTTTGGGAGCATTTTTTTAAAAGAGGTGAGAAAGATATTGTAATTGAAATTGTTCGCAAGGAATCTACTAAAT CAGGTagTGCATATTCATCTCTTTAAGGTTGTTTATCAGGGGTGTGGTAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>PDBM - Irrigation water</td>
<td>TAAACCGCCTGGGTCAGCGCATCGTGGGTGGGGAACACCGGGCTGAACACGGGGCCACCGGACTGG CAGACCCTGGAATAAGGCATCGGGGGGTGAACGTTGTCTCGGGCTTATTGAGCAAGCAACAGGCTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7</td>
<td>PDBM - Irrigation water</td>
<td>TAGCTGTAGCGCATCGTGGAGGCGCA ACCCGGCTGACCGGGCCACCGGAC TGGGTTCTGCTGACCTCAGACAGCGTG CGCT GAGCGGTGTCTGCGCTTATTGAGCA GCTCGCTCTTTTAgAGGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPU(W)5(1)</td>
<td>Irrigation water</td>
<td>ATTACTCTTTTCATTTGCATCCCTCTTGGCTAAACCAGACAGCGTG CGCT GAGCGGTGTCTGCGCTTATTGAGCA GCTCGCTCTTTTAgAGGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPU(W)8(4)</td>
<td>Irrigation water</td>
<td>ACTGGCGTCCCCGCCGCATCGTGGTGGTGGCGAAACACCGGGCAGCCGAGCGC CACCAGATTGGGACCACGGGAAATTAC GAAT GGCGGTGAGCGGCTGCGGCGGGCTT TTGGAGGGCAGCCCTCCTTCAGAAAG G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PDBM-Producer Distributor Bulk Milk; K2-positive for *aaiC*; 57, L7, MPU(W)5(1) and MPU(W)8(4)-positive for *aatA*
Figure 4.1.1. Evolutionary relationships of *Escherichia coli* strains in GenBank showing ≥80% gene nucleotide sequence similarity to strain K2 isolated from producer distributor bulk milk in South African milk based on *aaiC*, the enteroaggregative *E. coli* (EAEC) virulence gene determinant. The evolutionary history was inferred using the Neighbour-Joining Method. Codes of strains used for comparison represent accession numbers from GenBank. G1, G2, G3 and G4 represent defined clusters of strains showing differences in genetic location of *aaiC* (plasmid or chromosome) in each strain as well as source of strain isolation (foodborne or human faeces).
Figure 4.1.2. Evolutionary relationships of *Escherichia coli* in GenBank showing ≥90% gene nucleotide sequence similarity to *E. coli* strains isolated from producer distributor bulk milk (PDBM) and irrigation water in South Africa based on *aatA*, the enteroaggregative *E. coli* (EAEC) virulence gene determinant. The evolutionary history was inferred using the Neighbour-Joining Method. Strain sources: PDBM-L7, 57; Irrigation water-MPUW51, MPUW84. Codes of strains used for comparison represent accession numbers in GenBank.
Figure 4.1.3a. Aggregative adherence (AA) pattern ‘stacked-brick’ observed in *Escherichia coli* strains isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa. Strains were grown on HeLa cells and showed strong to moderate AA characteristic of enteroaggregative *Escherichia coli* (EAEC). Strain code: Standard EAEC strain 042; B-H8; C-M28; D-NW(V)7(3); E-NW(V)10(1); F-NW(W)9(3). Source of isolation: A-Clinical strain; B and C-Producer distributor bulk milk; D and E-Irrigated lettuce; F-Irrigation water. Images were taken to 100X with a Zeiss microscope. Resolution=20 μm.
Figure 4.1.3b. Weak aggregative adherence (AA) observed in *Escherichia coli* strains isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa. Strains were grown on HeLa cells and showed weak adherence in comparison to strains in Fig. 4a. Strain codes: G- LeK1; H-M12; I-K5; J-K16; K-M6; L-N23. Strain sources: G-Irrigated lettuce; H, I, J, K and L-Producer distributor bulk milk. Images were taken to 100X with a Zeiss microscope. Resolution= 20 μm.
Figure 4.1.3c. Invasiveness observed in *Escherichia coli* strains isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa. Invasiveness is characteristic of enteroinvasive *Escherichia coli* (EIEC) and therefore strains were identified as presumptive EIEC since no other subsequent confirmatory test was done. Strains were grown on HeLa cells. Strain codes: i and ii-LeK; iii and iv- 37. Strain sources: LeK-Irrigated lettuce; 37-Producer distributor bulk milk. Images were taken at 60X with a Zeiss microscope. Resolution=20 μm.
4.1.4. Discussion

Determining the most prevalent DEC pathotypes associated with diarrheal disease within a given locale can help provide better guidance to food safety and public health interventions. Predominance of EAEC in food sources and irrigation water in South Africa suggests it is the most prevalent DEC pathotype in these sources. These sources subsequently provide routes for EAEC infection within the general population. Therefore, EAEC may be the leading cause of food and water-borne diarrheal disease caused by pathogenic *E. coli* in South Africa. EAEC is an emerging food-borne pathogen largely affecting infants, immune compromised adults and travellers to developing countries (Croxen et al., 2013; Estrada-Garcia and Navarro-Garcia, 2012). Additionally, EAEC has been associated with inflammation and malnutrition among infants in developing countries (Acosta et al., 2016) thereby heightening the risk of a similar scenario playing out locally (South Africa) especially within the low income urban and rural population who may lack adequate food and water safety systems. Previous studies in South Africa have also noted high prevalence of EAEC in food and environmental (Caine et al., 2014) as well as clinical sources (Adefisoye and Okoh, 2016; Bisi-johnson et al., 2011; Samie et al., 2007; Tau et al., 2012).

*Aaic* forms part of a group of genes localized to a 117kb pathogenicity island inserted at *pheU* in typical EAEC having homologues in other Gram-negative bacteria and proposed to constitute a Type VI secretion system (T6S) (Dudley et al., 2006b). Bacteria have evolved different regulatory components for the expression of these genes which may be acquired by horizontal transfer for specific adaptation to varying hosts and niches such as marine life, plants or animals (Boyer et al., 2009) an attribute that was noticed among strains from our work (Fig 4.1.1). The regulatory mechanism governing type VI gene expression varies widely from species to species and even from strain to strain within a given species given its wide distribution among different bacterial groups (Miyata et al., 2013).

Additionally, the aggregative adherence trait in EAEC strains is a bacterial outcome of co-evolution with human hosts and has been acquired by different *E. coli* lineages some of which may share similar but non-identical mobile elements and so no single strain can be considered representative of the EAEC group (Okeke et al., 2010). The *aatA* gene in EAEC forms part of a plasmid encoded locus also under the control of *aggR* coding for an ABC transporter complex that channels the virulence factor dispersin out of the bacterial cell (Nishi et al. 2003).
On the other hand the Dr- family of adhesins consists of clones such as Dr, Afa-I, Afa-III and F1845 commonly associated with Uropathogenic E. coli (UPEC) but also found in DEC. Incidentally agg and aaf adhesins of standard EAEC strains 17-2 and 042 respectively are similar to afaD-III an afimbrial adhesin in UPEC and DEC strains (Garcia et al., 2000, 1996). While the specific role of the aatA in EAEC and Dr family of adhesins in pathogenic E. coli may differ, both are involved in colonization of the host environments and thereby persistence. Predominance of EAEC within liquid environments (milk and irrigation water) compared to solids (irrigated lettuce and coleslaw) suggests provision of more favourable conditions for persistence, thereby presenting higher risk as potential routes for foodborne infection. Additionally, EAEC form biofilms on abiotic surfaces (Estrada-Garcia and Navarro-Garcia, 2012), an adaptation that may facilitate persistence within a secondary environment providing protection against external stresses as well as capturing nutrients. This adaptation poses a risk factor for contamination of food contact surfaces.

The low prevalence of potentially invasive E. coli (presumptive EIEC) and absence of other DEC pathotypes suggests that food sources and irrigation water in South Africa may not be major reservoirs/carriers of these pathotypes. Additionally, these absent pathotypes may not serve as causes of DEC associated illness in South Africa. Therefore, compared to other DEC pathotypes, EAEC strains may be more suitably adapted for longer persistence within the open environment as has previously been noted with outbreak strains of enteroaggregative haemorrhagic E. coli (EAHEC) serotype O104:H4 in Europe. Prevalence of DEC within this study may have been underestimated based on characterization of strains using molecular tools (PCR and sequencing). This is because subsequent characterization of poorly resolved strains (PCR) with cell adherence assays identified more DEC pathotypes (EAEC and invasive E. coli (presumptive EIEC)). This observation highlights shortcomings associated with molecular diagnostic tools targeting virulence gene determinants during monitoring and surveillance (due to the impracticality of tissue culture assays) studies especially when targeting pathogens with great heterogeneity such as the EAEC group. Therefore, studies investigating the prevalence of DEC within food and environmental sources maybe underestimating the levels and subsequently the risk posed to food safety and public health.

However, on a brighter note, partial gene sequencing of virulence gene determinants followed by inference of evolutionary relationships seems to provide an adequate and cost-effective means of source tracking foodborne, environmental and clinical DEC. We show that using a
single sequenced virulence gene coupled with its comparison to strains of the same species within GenBank having the same gene with high nucleotide sequence similarity (≥80%) provides a quick and accurate tracker for contamination sources. This approach unlike sophisticated and expensive techniques such as Pulse Field Gel Electrophoresis (PFGE) and Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS) may be more applicable within resource limited areas.

Lastly, the large diarrheal disease burden noticed in South Africa especially among infants (Chola et al., 2010) and immune compromised adults such as HIV-positive individuals (Moshabela et al., 2012) may be associated with EAEC being transmitted through contaminated food and water. Therefore, routine screening for this pathogen in food and environmental sources especially among low income communities may help monitor and control risks of potential outbreaks and long-term health and nutritional effects emanating from recurrent infections.
4.2 *Escherichia coli* isolated from food sources and irrigation water: A potential risk for causing intestinal dysfunction?

Abstract

We have previously shown that diarrheagenic *Escherichia coli* (DEC) and non-DEC are prevalent in food sources and irrigation water in South Africa. Recent data suggest that an increased relative abundance of faecal *Enterobacteriaceae* is associated with poorer health outcomes among children in developing countries. Thus, exposure to non-DEC from environmental sources may incur adverse effects, although the mechanisms underlying these effects remain obscure. To further elucidate this phenomenon, we assayed non-DEC strains from environmental sources in South Africa for phenotypes that may be associated with intestinal dysfunction (ID). DEC strains were also used. The strains had previously been isolated from Producer Distributor Bulk Milk (PDBM), irrigated lettuce, street vendor coleslaw and irrigation water.

*In-vitro* assays identified; biofilm formation (n=38), extracellular polymeric substance (EPS) formation (n=38), cytotoxic activity (n=10), disruption of tight junctions and induction of Interleukin 8 (IL-8) on polarized T-84 cells (n=20). The number of strains tested for each assay differed, depending on prior molecular and phenotypic characterization that signalled potential pathogenicity. Subsequently, all strains having data points for all analyses were used to compute Principal Component Analysis (PCA) plot curves to infer associations amongst test strains and a standard DEC pathogenic strain (042).

Biofilm formation on glass cover slips after strains were grown in nutrient rich media (LB and DMEM-F12+0.5% D-Mannose) at 37°C varied based on pathotype (DEC and non-DEC) and source of isolation (food, irrigation water, clinical) suggesting that pathotype and source isolation influence persistence within a defined environmental niche. Additionally, DEC isolated from irrigated lettuce had a significantly higher (p≤0.05) propensity for biofilm formation in both media compared to all strains including DEC standard controls. This suggested the propensity for irrigated lettuce as a potential source of persistent pathogenic strains. Furthermore, all strains were able to form EPS suggesting the ability to form mature biofilms under conditions relevant for food processing (20 to 25°C). Of the (60%, 6 out of 10) strains that showed cytotoxic activity, most (83%, 5 out of 6 strains) were non-DEC isolated from food sources many of which are consumed with minimal processing.
Mean percentage reduction in initial TEER (a measure of intestinal disruption), did not significantly differ (p=0.05) in all test strains from that observed in the standard DEC. Additionally, IL-8 induction from strains isolated from PDBM (139pg/mL), irrigation water (231.93pg/mL) and irrigated lettuce (152.98pg/mL) was significantly higher (p≤0.05) than in the commensal strain aafa. PCA categorized strains based on sources of isolation showed potential for use in source tracking especially when comparing many strains from various environmental sources. We show that non-DEC strains along the food chain possess characteristics that may lead to ID. Further investigations using a larger collection of strains may provide a clearer link to these reported observations that could be associated with the high diarrheal disease burden within the country especially among infants.

Key words: Intestinal Dysfunction; Diarrheagenic E. coli, Foodborne pathogens, epithelial cell integrity, Interleukin-8
4.2.1 Introduction

A healthy gut has been associated with increased prevalence of bacteria from the phyla Bacteroides and Firmicutes and a decrease in those from the group Proteobacteria which includes the family Enterobacteriaceae. The family is home to a variety of intestinal foodborne pathogens such as Diarrheagenic Escherichia coli (DEC) (Guinanane and Cotter, 2013). Intestinal dysfunction (ID) is associated with a change in the “normal” relative abundance of bacterial taxa in the gastrointestinal tract (GIT) and their associated metabolic functions within the human intestinal (Shin et al., 2015). The conditions ultimately lead to a breakdown in homeostasis and as well as the normal synergistic relationship between the human body and its microbial constituents (Shin et al., 2015). ID is linked to reduced mucosal immunity and a subsequent increased risk of intestinal diseases causing reduced dietary nutrient intake and utilization in young infants. This results into growth faltering and neurocognitive disorders later in life (Faith et al., 2015). For example, malnourished infants from Bangladesh and Malawi with Kwashiorkor showed a high rate of inflammation that was associated with a bloom of Enterobacteriaceae as well as a high DEC burden upon faecal analysis (Kau et al., 2015; Subramanian et al., 2014). These observations are particularly disturbing especially within developing countries where multiple factors such as inadequate dietary practices and poor environmental sanitation may increase the risk of contamination with Enterobacteriaceae and a subsequent bloom within the gut. Therefore, the long term need for a healthy intestinal gut community is paramount to healthy living right from the early stages of life into adult hood. After the first 24 months, the microbial composition of the gut microflora stabilises and the relative abundance of the various component bacterial species are determined by the microbiology of the prevailing human and environmental surroundings (Faith et al., 2015).

In South Africa, the large diarrheal disease burden associated with infants and immune compromised adults such as HIV patients has been linked to a high entero-pathogen prevalence in the GIT (Moshabela et al., 2012; Tau et al., 2012), a condition that may be exacerbated by ID. Additionally, recent studies have shown that DEC is a commonly isolated pathogen in food sources and irrigation water in South Africa (Aijuka et al., 2018, 2015; Ntuli et al., 2017, 2016) suggesting a quantifiable food safety risk within the population (Ntuli et al., 2018). However, while extremely valuable, these studies have failed to pick up strains that do not exhibit the characteristics (genotypic and phenotypic) commonly associated with DEC because of the heterogeneous nature of these pathotypes.
This is because environmental, food safety and health practitioners predominantly characterize DEC strains based on a shared combination of virulence genes and immunological responses common in clinical outbreak strains such as E. coli O157:H7. Such characterization may potentially neglect a slew of other strains that pose a health risk but are not genetically like common outbreak DEC. These atypical strains nevertheless have the ability to cause mostly ‘non-fatal’ but equally health detrimental recurrent infections and inflammation especially among immune compromised groups.

For this reason, we aimed to ascertain whether E. coli strains previously isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa are associated with factors linked to ID. We hypothesized that non-DEC isolated from food sources and irrigation may not be pathogens but cause intestinal microbial imbalance especially among vulnerable groups such as infants and immune-compromised adults. This hypothesis would be based on the ability to form biofilms, elicit cytotoxins, disrupt epithelial cell barriers and induce Interleukin-8 in vitro. Since ID is associated with a bloom of Enterobacteriaceae and inflammation within the GIT, these factors may potentially be used as markers for accessing the risk to this condition associated with non-DEC and subsequently infection by DEC. Our data may provide more definitive information regarding the risk of ID by non-DEC transmitted via food sources and irrigation water. To the best of our knowledge, our work provides the first attempt to link non-DEC isolated from food sources and irrigation water to factors associated with ID. This information may help food safety and health officials look beyond outbreak pathogens when investigating the aetiology of foodborne illness associated with pathogenic E. coli.

4.2.2. Materials and methods

4.2.2.1 Sources of E. coli strains included in this study

We used previously characterized DEC and non-DEC strains isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa (Aijuka et al., 2018) (Table 4.2.1). Briefly, the strains had been characterized for presence of virulence genes associated with common DEC pathogens according to Panchalingam et al. (2012) as well as proof of attachment to epithelial cells (Nataro et al., 1987). The strains that did not possess any of the sought-after virulence genes or adherence patterns on epithelial cells were labelled as non-DEC while those positive for any of the characteristics were described as DEC. The strains had been isolated from producer distributor bulk milk (PDBM), irrigated lettuce, irrigation water and street vendor coleslaw purchased in Pretoria, South Africa.
4.4.2.2 Biofilm formation

Biofilm formation was carried out according to Mohamed et al. (2007). The conditions were selected to mimic those within a human host environment of approximately 37°C and high nutrient rich media. A total of 38 strains including 12 DEC strains (PDBM=6; irrigated lettuce=3, standard DEC strains=3) and 26 non-DEC strains (PDBM=14, irrigated lettuce=2; irrigation water=10) were grown in LB broth (AmericanBio, Inc) and DMEM-F12 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) + 0.5% D-Mannose. D-Mannose has been shown to influence Type I pili mediated biofilm formation in *E. coli* (Pratt and Kolter, 1998). The standard strains EAEC strain 042, EPEC E2348/69 and DAEC E2348/69 strain F1845 were used as positive pathogenic controls since they have ability to cause intestinal infection suggesting ability to persist and colonize human epithelial gut surfaces. The foodborne (PDBM) N26, previously shown to have low biofilm formation capacity (optical density, OD$_{620nm}$=0.03) under the conditions used in this study (data not shown) was used as the negative control for non-biofilm producers. However, in DMEM-F12+0.5% Mannose one standard DEC strain (EPEC E2348/69) was excluded while an extra strain from irrigation water was added keeping the total number of strains at 38. Strains were grown with shaking (at 250 rpm) overnight (12 h) at 37°C.

Glass cover slips were placed in 24 well plates and 1mL of LB and DMEM-F12+0.5% D-Mannose added. Bacterial suspensions (30μL) of each strain were added and incubated for 6h. Washing was done 3X with PBS(Sigma-Aldrich) after which 500 μL of 2% formalin was added for 20 min followed by washing and crystal violet staining (Sigma-Aldrich). The dry biofilms from each strain previously stained with crystal violet had 1 mL methanol added and left to stand at room temperature for 10 min. The supernatant was transferred into 96 well plates and OD at 620nm (OD$_{620}$) read using a microplate reader (Biochrome® Anthos MultiRead 400). Each assay was performed in quadruplicate and repeated on three different occasions.

4.2.2.3 Extracellular polymeric substance formation

We screened all strains tested for biofilm formation above for their ability to form EPS by growing them on DMEM-HG agar (Sigma-Aldrich) at 25°C for 72 h. EPS formation was confirmed by presence of mucoid colonies (Flemming and Wingender, 2010). Only 5 strains (DEC=1, non-DEC=4; PDBM=2, irrigated lettuce=1, irrigation water=1) showing the most mucoid colonies were selected and processed for imaging using negative staining and TEM to observe the structure of EPS.
4.2.2.4 Visualization of EPS using TEM

For each test strain, a loopful of 24 h culture was immersed in an Epon resin mixture made from mixtures A and B. Mixture A consisted of 5mL of EMbed 812 (Electron Microscopy Sciences) and 8mL of Dodecenylsuccinic anhydride (DDSA) (Sigma-Aldrich). Mixture B was composed of 8mL of Embed 812 and 7mL of Nadic Methyl Anhydride (Ted Pella Inc). The samples were immediately delivered to The Advanced Microscopy Unit, University of Virginia Medical School for further processing and observation.

4.2.2.5 Cytotoxic activity

Production of toxins is a common feature among pathogenic *E. coli* such as EAEC, ETEC and shigatoxin producing *E. coli* (STEC) that cause diarrhoea. Therefore, we examined these strains for in-vitro production of cytotoxins as an indicator of potential pathogenicity by disruption of epithelial cell integrity. A total of 10 strains were used for this assay. The selection of these strains was based on their ability to lyse HeLa cells during DEC pathotype characterization with the cell adherence assay (Aijuka et al., 2018). During this assay (cell adherence assay) some strains had shown the capacity to lyse HeLa cells after 3 h of incubation at 37˚C under CO₂ conditions. Therefore, it was these strains that were selected for this assay. Three DEC (PDBM= 2; irrigated lettuce=1) and 7 Non-DEC (PDBM=4; coleslaw=1; irrigation water=2) comprised the strains. HeLa cells at 80% confluence were aseptically transferred into 24-well plates (Fisher Scientific) containing 12 mm cover slips (Fisher Scientific) in each well and washed with PBS and 1 mL of DMEM-F12+ 0.5% D-Mannose was added. Strains were grown overnight in 3 mL of LB broth in 13 mL plastic tubes while shaking at 37°C.

The bacterial cultures were centrifuged (5000 rpm) to separate the bacteria from the growth medium, the supernatants filter sterilized and 200μL of this mixture added to the HeLa cell monolayers and incubated for 6 h at 37˚C in a CO₂ incubator.

The HeLa cells were washed gently 3X with PBS, fixed with 500 μL of 2% formalin for 20 min at room temperature. The samples were rinsed 3X with distilled water (dH₂O) and stained with 500 μL of a Giemsa staining solution (Fisher Scientific) for 20 min. The samples were rinsed (3X) with dH₂O until the colour disappeared. The coverslips were removed from the 24-well plates, air dried and mounted with a tiny drop of Cytoseal (Fisher Scientific) mounting glue onto a glass slide. The samples were observed under a Zeiss light microscope and images were recorded at 60X.
4.2.2.6 Disruption of epithelial cell integrity and Cytokine specific protein secretion

We investigated the ability of these strains to reduce TER and induce IL-8 on polarized T-84 cells in a bid to examine the potential risk posed to human gut inflammation, infection and subsequent disease. In this assay 7 DEC (PDBM=4, irrigated lettuce=2, DEC standard =1) and 13 Non-DEC (PDBM=5, irrigated lettuce=4, irrigation water=2, commensal standard strain=1) strains were used. The assay was carried out according to (Strauman et al., 2010) with a few modifications.

Human colonic T84 cells (American Type Culture Collection CCL-248) were routinely maintained in DMEM-F-12 media (Sigma-Aldrich) containing 10% FBS (Sigma-Aldrich), 50U/mL penicillin, and 50 mg/mL of streptomycin. Polarized T84 cells were generated as follows: T84 cells passages 8 to 20 were seeded at a density of 3x10⁵ cells/mL onto collagen coated 12-mm polycarbonate Transwell permeable support cell culture inserts (0.4μm pore size, Corning) and grown for 10 to 14 days, during which time the cells were fed daily. Monolayer resistance was determined using an EVOM ohmmeter with the Endohm 12 and STX2 electrodes (World Precision Instruments Inc). Monolayers were considered polarized when resistance was equal to or greater than 1000Ω/cm² and not more than 2000Ω/cm². Background resistance for collagen-coated cell free membranes was subtracted from initial resistance values to obtain resistance values to be used in statistical analyses.

One hour before infection, polarized T84 cells were washed three times with PBS to remove FBS and antibiotics. Fresh DMEM-F-12 containing 1% D-mannose was then added to the apical and basolateral compartments and incubated at 37°C in 5% CO₂ for 60 min. Overnight cultures of bacteria were standardized in DMEM-HG to OD₆₀₀ of 0.30±0.02, which is approximately 2x10⁸ to 4x10⁸ CFU/mL. D-Mannose was added to each culture to a concentration of 1%.

For each sample, 100 μL of culture were added to the apical side of three separate wells. DMEM-HG+1% D-Mannose was added to uninfected wells and the well with no cells. The infected cells were incubated for 3 h at 37°C in 5% CO₂, at the end of which time the bacteria were aspirated from the upper wells and the cells were washed three times with PBS. Fresh DMEM-F12+1% D-mannose was added to the apical chamber, 100 μg/mL gentamicin was added to the apical and basolateral chambers, resistance was measured, and the cells incubated for a further 21 h. Resistance readings was taken at the end of incubation.
For detection of IL-8 secretion into culture supernatants a Human IL-8 Elisa kit (Invitrogen) was used per the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 50μL of standards (prepared via serial dilutions using 160 μL) and samples were added to anti-human IL-8 pre-coated 96 well strip plates and incubated at room temperature (25˚C) for 1h. Plates were washed 3X and 50 μL of Biotinylated Antibody Reagent was added to each well followed by incubation at room temperature for 1h. Plates were washed 3X and 100 μL of Streptavidin-HRP solution added to each well. Plates were covered with adhesive plate covers and incubated (25˚C) for 30 min followed by washing (3X) and addition 100 μL of TMB (3,3’,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine) reagent to each well. Plates were placed in a dark room for 30 min. The reaction was stopped by adding 100 μL of stop solution to each well. The (OD \textsubscript{450}-OD \textsubscript{550}) was measured using a microplate reader (Biochrome® Anthos MultiRead 400).

4.2.2.7 Statistical analyses

ANOVA main and interaction effects looking at multiple independent variables was used. Independent variables analysed included pathotype (DEC and Non-DEC) and source of \textit{E. coli} strain isolation (PDBM, irrigation water, irrigated lettuce, coleslaw, DEC standard strain, commensal standard \textit{E. coli} strain). The dependent variables for each analysis included; biofilm formation (in LB and/or DMEM-F12+0.5% D-Mannose), disruption of epithelial cell integrity (TER reduction) and lastly induction of IL-8 on polarized T-84 cells. IBM SPSS software version 20 (IBM Corporation) was used for all the analyses.

4.2.2.7.1 Principal component analysis

We used Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to provide insights into associations amongst the different dependent variables (analyses). Additionally, PCA was used to cluster strains based on the associations amongst the 4 variables assayed in the previous sections above. The collected data (biofilm formation, cytotoxic activity, disruption of epithelial cell barriers and IL-8 induction in polarized T-84 cells) from 11 strains (DEC=4, Non-DEC=7; PDBM=7, irrigation water=2, irrigated lettuce=2) that had complete and reproducible information for all analyses was used. Standard EAEC strain 042 was used as a comparison pathogenic control.

The PCA biplots were aimed at determining which of the tested variables had most influence on \textit{E. coli} strain differentiation with regards to pathotype (DEC or non-DEC) and source of strain isolation (PDBM, irrigation water, irrigated lettuce) when compared to DEC standard strain, EAEC strain 042. PCA biplots were constructed using XLSTAT 2017 (Microsoft Corporation). It was vital to investigate any potential relationship among the strains because
they were isolated over a wide range of ecological, geographical and temporal scales (Aijuka et al., 2015; Ntuli et al., 2016) which is crucial in accessing source tracking and understanding habitats of foodborne pathogens.
Table 4.2.1 Strains, sources of isolation, pathotypes and assays used for characterizing *Escherichia coli* isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain code</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>E. coli strain type</th>
<th>Assay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Biofilm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N26</td>
<td>PDBM</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M37</td>
<td>PDBM</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW(V)10(1)</td>
<td>Irrigated lettuce</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPU(W)8(2)</td>
<td>Irrigation water</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPU(W)1(1)</td>
<td>Irrigation water</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N5</td>
<td>PDBM</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M24</td>
<td>PDBM</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M11</td>
<td>PDBM</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58 or 85</td>
<td>PDBM</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPU(W)8(3)again</td>
<td>Irrigation water</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>PDBM</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPU(W)9(3)</td>
<td>Irrigation water</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW(W)9(1)²</td>
<td>Irrigation water</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L5</td>
<td>PDBM</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR12</td>
<td>Irrigation water</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPU(W)6(2)</td>
<td>Irrigation water</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW(W)6(1)</td>
<td>Irrigation water</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K3</td>
<td>PDBM</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F8</td>
<td>PDBM</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>PDBM</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N6</td>
<td>PDBM</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW(W)3</td>
<td>Irrigation water</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vp²</td>
<td>Irrigated lettuce</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR4</td>
<td>Irrigation water</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M13</td>
<td>PDBM</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>513</td>
<td>PDBM</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nana 10</td>
<td>Coleslaw</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vq¹</td>
<td>Irrigated lettuce</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V5</td>
<td>Irrigated lettuce</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V9</td>
<td>Irrigated lettuce</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vd</td>
<td>Irrigated lettuce</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW(V)6(2)</td>
<td>Irrigated lettuce</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N25²</td>
<td>PDBM</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPU(W)4</td>
<td>Irrigation water</td>
<td>Non-DEC</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>PDBM</td>
<td>DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N23</td>
<td>PDBM</td>
<td>DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K2²</td>
<td>PDBM</td>
<td>EAEC (<em>aaiC</em>)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW(V)7(3)</td>
<td>Irrigated lettuce</td>
<td>DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW(V)10(1)again</td>
<td>Irrigated lettuce</td>
<td>DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeK</td>
<td>Irrigated lettuce</td>
<td>DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M12</td>
<td>PDBM</td>
<td>DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M28</td>
<td>PDBM</td>
<td>DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K5</td>
<td>PDBM</td>
<td>DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K16</td>
<td>PDBM</td>
<td>DEC</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹: In subsequent analyses shown in the results section, all strains were analysed based solely on *E. coli* strain type/pathotype (DEC or Non-DEC) and source of isolation (food or irrigation water) rather than on individual strains. Only strains showing a positive output for each assay are were reported in the results sections.

(+) assay carried out

(-) Assay not carried out

All DEC were EAEC apart from strain coded (LeK) that showed invasiveness on HeLa cells and presumptively identified as enteroinvasive *E. coli*

²: Tested for colonic acid formation with Transmission Electron Microscopy

TER: Transepithelial electrical resistance. Strains showing TER reduction were subsequently tested for interleukin-8 (IL-8) induction.
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4.2.3. Results

4.2.3.1 Biofilm formation in LB broth

Biofilm formation varied based on *E. coli* strain type (DEC or non-DEC) and source of strain isolation (PDBM, irrigation water, irrigated lettuce, DEC human pathogenic standard strain) i.e. There was a significant interaction (p≤0.05) between these factors aiding or hampering biofilm formation. Higher (p≤0.05) mean biofilm formation was noted in standard DEC and DEC isolated from irrigated lettuce with mean OD of 0.098 and 0.092 respectively compared to all other strains (Figure 4.2.1). Conversely, lower (p≤0.05) mean biofilm formation was noted in non-DEC isolated from PDBM (0.060), irrigation water (0.051), irrigated lettuce (0.051) and DEC isolated from PBDM (0.050). However, the high variability noted among the strains and sources suggests using a larger set of strains in order to draw meaningful biological conclusions.

4.2.3.2 Biofilm formation in DMEM-F12+0.5% Mannose

Similarly, as noted above in LB broth, biofilm formation of the same strains in this media also varied based on the strain type (DEC and non-DEC) and isolation source (PDBM, irrigation water, irrigated lettuce and human pathogen) i.e. There was a significant interaction (p≤0.05) between these factors aiding or hampering biofilm formation (Figure 4.2.2). The highest mean biofilm formation was noted in DEC isolated from irrigated lettuce with mean OD$_{620nm}$ of 0.123. However, in contrast to growth in LB broth, significantly (p≤0.05) lower mean biofilm formation was noted with all other *E. coli* strain types regardless of isolation source (Figure 4.2.2). The mean biofilm formation for DEC isolated from PDBM, control human pathogenic *E. coli* as well as non-DEC isolated from PDBM, irrigation water and irrigated lettuce ranged from 0.052 to 0.075. Similarly, as previously noted with LB broth, the high variability in biofilm formation among the strains suggests using a larger set of strains in order to draw meaningful biological conclusions.
Figure 4.2.1. Biofilm formation in Luria Bertani broth by diarrheagenic *E. coli* (DEC) and non-DEC isolated from food sources and irrigation water. DEC strains: 1 to 6 (PDBM); 31 to 33 (irrigated lettuce); 36 to 38 (DEC standard strains). Non-DEC: 7 to 20 (PDBM); 21 to 30 (irrigation water); 34 to 35 (irrigated lettuce). a, b: Biofilm formation significantly different (p≤0.05). DEC standard strains: 36-enteroaggregative *E. coli* strain 042; 37-enteropathogenic *E. coli* strain 2348; 38-diffusely adherent *E. coli* strain F1875. Strain codes: 1-M6, 2-N23, 3-K16, 4-K5, 5-M28, 6-M12, 7-M37, 8-N5, 9-M24, 10-M11, 11-58or85, 12-M4, 13-N26, 14-L5, 15-K3, 16-F8, 17-54, 18-N6, 19-M13, 20-513, 21-MPU(W)8(2), 22-MPU(W)1(1), 23-MPU(W)8(3)again, 24-MPU(W)9(3), 25-NW(W)9(1), 26-CR12, 27-MPU(W)6(2), 28-NW(W)6(1), 29-NW(W)3, 30-CR4, 31-LeK, 32-NW(V)10(1)again, 33-NW(V)7(3), 34-NW(V)10(1), 35-Vp. The horizontal line shows biofilm production for the low biofilm producing strain N26.
Figure 4.2.2. Biofilm formation in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium-F12+0.5% Mannose by diarrheagenic *E. coli* (DEC) and non-DEC previously isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa. DEC strains: 1 to 6 (PDBM); 32 to 34 (irrigated lettuce); 37 to 38 (DEC standard strains). Non-DEC: 7 to 20 (PDBM); 21 to 31 (irrigation water); 35 to 36 (irrigated lettuce). a, b: Biofilm formation significantly different at p≤0.05. DEC standard strains: 37-enteroaggregative strain 042; 38-diffusely adherent *E. coli* strain F1875. Strain codes: 1-M6, 2-N23, 3-K16, 4-K5, 5-M28, 6-M12, 7-M37, 8-N5, 9-M24, 10-M11, 11-58or85, 12-M4, 13-N26, 14-L5, 15-K3, 16-F8, 17-54, 18-N6, 19-M13, 20-513, 21-MPU(W)8(2), 22-MPU(W)1(1), 23-MPU(W)8(3)again, 24-MPU(W)9(3), 25-NW(W)9(1), 26-CR12, 27-MPU(W)6(2), 28-NW(W)6(1), 29-NW(W)3, 30-CR4, 31-NW(W)9(3), 32-LeK, 33-NW(V)10(1)again, 34-NW(V)7(3), 35-NW(V)10(1), 36-Vp. PDBM-Producer Distributor Bulk Milk. The horizontal line shows biofilm production for the low biofilm producing strain N26.
4.2.3.3 EPS formation

All 36 test strains showed mucoid colonies suggestive of EPS formation. The 5 representative strains (showing the highest visual production of mucoid colonies) observed under TEM were characterized by an amorphous extracellular mass attached to individual bacteria providing a qualitative assessment of EPS production (Figure 4.2.3).

4.2.3.4 Cytotoxic activity

Of the 10 strains tested for cytotoxic activity, 6 (60%) strains were positive with 5 (50%)of them non-DEC and 1 (10%) DEC (Figure 4.2.4). Therefore, more non-DEC (that would have previously been characterized as potentially non-pathogenic) than DEC produced toxins suggesting a previously unquantified health risk to consumers. Additionally, of the 6 strains that were positive for cytotoxic activity all were isolated from food sources which usually undergo minimal-to-no processing prior to human consumption. Four (67%, 4 out of 6 strains) were isolated from PDBM and 1 (17%, 1 out of 6) strain each from coleslaw and irrigated lettuce. These observations show the direct risk posed by non-DEC to the health of consumers through the food chain on the basis of cytotoxic activity.

4.2.3.5 Epithelial cell barrier disruption and IL-8 induction in polarized T-84 epithelial cells

Mean percentage reduction in initial Transepithelial electrical resistance, TER (53.5 to 73.8%) from strains isolated from PDBM, irrigation water, irrigated lettuce and coleslaw was comparable to the DEC standard strain (EAEC strain 042) (Figure 4.2.5). For all strains assayed, IL-8 induction varied with isolation source (Figure 4.2.6). Although, the highest IL-8 induction was noted in DEC standard strain E. coli 042 (349.07pg/mL), significantly higher (p≤0.05) mean levels were observed in strains isolated from irrigation water (231.93pg/mL), irrigated lettuce (152.98pg/mL) and PDBM (139.21pg/mL) compared to commensal strain aafa (99.27pg/mL). Comparison studies with a larger set of strains are suggested in order to draw more meaningful conclusions based on the high variation noted using a single pathogenic and commensal strain.
4.2.3.5 Association of DEC and non-DEC with factors associated with intestinal dysfunction *in-vitro*

Approximately 60% of the variation in all strains was explained by factors 1 and 2 (F1 and F2) (Figure 4.2.7). The PCA correlation curve showed positive correlations between the following variables; biofilm formation in LB and induction of IL-8, induction of IL-8 and cytotoxic activity, biofilm formation in LB and DMEM-F12+0.5% Mannose.

Strains clustered into 3 distinct groups (1, 2 and 3) with two strains (1 and 10) grouping separately from the rest (Figure 4.2.8). The strains clustered together irrespective of the source of strain isolation although food and environmental strains clustered far from the clinical standard DEC strain *E. coli* 042.  All strains in group 1 showed low biofilm formation in LB broth and DMEM-F12+0.5% Mannose, low IL-8 induction as well as percentage mean reduction in initial TER on polarized T-84 cells. On the other hand, strains in group 2 showed high biofilm formation in DMEM-F12+0.5% Mannose, low mean percentage reduction in initial TER and no cytotoxic activity. Furthermore, strains in group 3 induced IL-8 in polarized T84 cells and had cytotoxic activity. Lastly strain 1 showed biofilm formation in LB broth and DMEM-F12+0.5% Mannose while strain 10 showed highest biofilm formation of all strains in DMEM-F12+0.5% Mannose. Overall, pathogenic predictors (biofilm formation in LB, induction of IL-8 and cytotoxic activity) which showed positive correlation with EAEC strain 042, showed poor, inverse or no relationship with most DEC and Non-DEC strains (Groups 1 and 2) isolated from food sources and irrigation water with exception of those in Group 3 (strains 6 and 11).

We do acknowledge that the number of strains used for this assay was minimal and would thereby affect the validity of any deductions made. However, the study was reductionist in approach and meant to carry out analyses only of strains that had previously tested positive for a phenotypic or genotypic characteristic potentially liked to pathogenicity *in-vitro* e.g possession of virulence genes and cytotoxic activity. This meant that fewer strains would subsequently be assayed downstream but the characterization (isolation sources, pathotypes) would be maintained and provide an acceptable representation of the health risk faced by the consumer.
Figure 4.2.3. Extracellular polymeric substance (EPS) formation (amorphous extracellular mass attached to bacterial wall) by diarrheagenic (DEC) and non-DEC previously isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa visualized under Transmission Electron Microscopy. Arrows point to EPS. Strain pathotype and source of isolation: 1- DEC isolated from PDBM; 2- Non-DEC isolated from PDBM; 3-non-DEC isolated from irrigation water; 4 and 5-non-DEC isolated from irrigated lettuce. Magnification X15000. Scale 0.5 to 1.0μm. Strain codes: 1-K2, 2-N25, 3-NW(W)9(1), 4-Vp, 5-NW(V)3(1). PDBM-Producer Distributor Bulk Milk.
Figure 4.2.4 Cytotoxic activity (disruption of the HeLa cell cytoskeleton) in diarrheagenic *E. coli* (DEC) and Non-DEC previously isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa. Images recorded at 60X. Scale=20μm. Strain pathotype and source of isolation: 1-Non-DEC isolated from coleslaw; 2-DEC isolated from PDBM; 3, 4 and 5-Non-DEC isolated from PDBM; 6-Non-DEC isolated from irrigated lettuce. Strains 7 and 8 (no cytotoxic activity), 7-Non-DEC isolated from PDBM; 8-DEC isolated from PDBM. Test strain codes: 1-Nana 10, 2-K16, 3-M24, 4-N25, 5-K3, 6-NW(V)10(1), 7-N5, 8-N23. PDBM-Producer Distributor Bulk Milk. Only strains exhibiting cytotoxicity are reported.
Figure 4.2.5. Percentage reduction in initial Transepithelial Electrical Resistance (TER) observed in polarized T-84 epithelial cells infected with diarrheagenic (DEC) and non-DEC previously isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa. Strain pathotype and source of isolation: DEC strains: 1 to 4 (PDBM); 12 to 13 (irrigated lettuce); 19 (DEC standard strain). Non-DEC: 5 to 9 (PDBM); 10 to 11 (Irrigation water); 14 to 17 (Irrigated lettuce); 18 (Coleslaw); 20 (Standard commensal *E. coli* strain aafa). a, b: TER significantly different at p≤0.05. 19-DEC standard strain enteroaggregative *E. coli* strain 042; 20- Commensal standard *E. coli* strain aafa. Strain codes: 1-K2, 2-N23, 3-K5, 4-K16, 5-K3, 6-54, 7-513, 8-M37, 9-L5, 10-NW(W)9(1), 11-MPU(W)4, 12-LeK, 13-NW(V)10(1)again, 14-Vq, 15-NW(V)6(2), 16-V5, 17-V9, 18-Nana 10. PDBM-Producer Distributor Bulk Milk. Only strains exhibiting reduction in TER are reported.
Figure 4.2.6. Interleukin 8 (IL-8) induction in polarized T-84 epithelial cells resulting from infection with diarrheagenic *E. coli* (DEC) and non-DEC previously isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa. Strain pathotype and source of isolation: DEC strains: 1 to 4 (PDBM); 12 to 13 (irrigated lettuce); 19 (DEC standard strain). Non-DEC: 5 to 9 (PDBM); 10 to 11 (irrigation water); 14 to 17 (irrigated lettuce); 18 (Coleslaw); 20 (standard commensal *E. coli* strain). a, b, c, d induction of IL-8 significantly different (p≤0.05). 19-DEC standard control strain EAEC strain 042; 20-Standard commensal *E. coli* strain aafa. Strain codes: 1-K2, 2-N23, 3-K5, 4-K16, 5-K3, 6-54, 7-513, 8-M37, 9-L5, 10-NW(W)9(1), 11-MPU(W)4, 12-Lek, 13-NW(V)10(1)again, 14-Vq, 15-NW(V)6(2), 16-V5, 17-V9, 18-Nana 10. PDBM-Producer Distributor Bulk Milk. Only strains exhibiting induction of IL-8 are reported.
Figure 4.2.7. Principal Component Analysis variables correlation plot showing axes Factors 1 and 2 (F1 and F2) accounting for approximately 60% of variation observed after analysis of 4 factors in diarrheagenic *E. coli* (DEC) and non-DEC tested in-vitro potentially associated with human gut intestinal dysfunction. Analyses included biofilm formation in Luria Bertani and Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium-F12+0.5% Mannose media, Cytotoxic activity on HeLa cells, disruption of epithelial cell integrity (TER reduction) and induction of Interleukin-8 on polarized T-84 cells. The strains were previously isolated from food sources and irrigation water. The strains were compared to DEC standard strain enteroaggregative *E. coli* strain 042. TER- Transepithelial electrical resistance
Figure 4.2.8. Principal Component Analysis biplot showing axes Factors 1 and 2 (F1 and F2) accounting for approximately 60% of variation observed in 11 strains of diarrheagenic (DEC) and non-DEC isolated from food sources and irrigation water. The strains were analysed in vitro for 4 factors potentially associated with human gut intestinal dysfunction. Analyses included; Biofilm formation in Luria Bertani and Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle -F12+0.5% Mannose media, cytotoxic activity, disruption of epithelial cell integrity (TER reduction) and induction of Interleukin-8 on polarized T-84 cells. The strains were previously isolated from food sources and irrigation water. DEC standard strain EAEC strain 042 was used for comparison. Strains and source of isolation: 1 to 3 (DEC isolated from PDBM); 4 to 7 (non-DEC isolated from PDBM); 8 to 9 (non-DEC isolated from irrigation water); 10 (DEC isolated from irrigated lettuce); 11 (non-DEC isolated from irrigated lettuce); 12 (EAEC standard strain 042). Strain codes: 1-N23, 2-K16, 3-K5, 4-M37, 5-L5, 6-K3, 7-513, 8-NW(W)9(1), 9-NW(W)6(1), 10-LeK, 11-NW(V)10(1).
4.2.4. Discussion

The variation of biofilm formation with pathotype (DEC or non-DEC) and isolation source (food or irrigation water) suggests that these two factors may affect the ability of a strain to persist within a given environment such as a food source, open environment or human body. However, large variations in biofilm formation of strains in both growth media probably due to the few isolates used prevented the drawing of definitive conclusions. Therefore, the characterization of more strains from different food and environmental sources based on biofilm formation may provide useful information on which food and environmental sources frequently harbour strains that can proliferate under conditions like those in the human body. Such information is vital for controlling the risk of foodborne illnesses associated with potentially pathogenic E. coli. Additionally, food sources such as irrigated lettuce may be more susceptible to carrying DEC associated with human disease since they have similar biofilm formation capacity as standard DEC strains in LB broth, which is an indicator of persistence. The persistence of DEC on irrigated lettuce may provide a direct route for entry into the human gut through consumption while the ability to form biofilms in high nutrient conditions at high temperatures (37°C) enables its persistence and subsequent infection of the human gut. Since all DEC strains in this study were EAEC, biofilm formation may have been facilitated by aggregative adherence fimbriae I (AAF/I) in typical EAEC (carrying the global virulence master regulator aggR) or the Incl1 plasmid having a Type IV pilus in atypical EAEC (lacking aggR). Foodborne, DEC have been suggested to use the same virulence factors to enable persistence within the non-human environments (Nagy et al., 2016). Similarly, biofilm formation is a hallmark of EAEC gastrointestinal pathogenesis (Estrada-Garcia and Navarro-Garcia, 2012) which may also be a strategy used for persistence within the open environment. The high biofilm formation capacity by DEC isolated from irrigated lettuce in D-Mannose containing media (DMEM-F12) suggests its ability to withstand varying environmental growth conditions compared to all other strains in this study. This is because Mannose can contribute to biofilm inhibition as a result of with binding of the Type I pili mannose specific adhesin (fimH) which is involved in non-specific binding to abiotic surfaces (Pratt and Kolter, 1998).

The ability to form EPS by all strains tested suggests that they can all form mature biofilms which can persist and spread under environmental conditions. The formation of EPS in E. coli is characterized by formation of among other compounds, of colanic acid that helps in reinforcement of the 3-dimensional structure of the biofilm (Beloin et al., 2008). For example EAEC persistence on sprouts was directly influenced by the ability to form colanic acid which
enabled long term persistence within this secondary environment compared to isogenic mutants lacking the colanic acid biosynthesis gene (Borgersen et al., 2018).

The ability of gastrointestinal pathogens such as *E. coli* transmitted through the faecal-oral route to persist at different stages within the food chain has been suggested as an evolutionary adaptation for gaining entry into their principal niche, the human host (Reperant et al., 2012). This is particularly of concern in small unregulated food processing establishments in rural and low income settings similar to areas where milk from this study was purchased (Ntuli et al., 2016) that are particularly vulnerable to poor sanitation and hygiene practices.

The observation that most strains (83%, 5 out of 6 strains) with cytotoxic activity were non-DEC and isolated from food sources such as PDBM (pasteurized and non-pasteurized), irrigated lettuce and coleslaw presents a direct food safety risk especially to vulnerable groups such as infants and immune compromised adults. This is especially concerning because these foods are sometimes consumed without any further processing to eliminate foodborne pathogens. This observation provides a vivid example of how standard characterization of foodborne *E. coli* may fail to determine strains that can potentially cause disease.

Cytotoxic activity exhibited by pathogenic *E. coli* is linked to the possession of virulence genes such as Serine Protease Autotransporters produced by *Enterobacteriaceae* (SPATES), that are known to degrade host intracellular and extracellular substrates causing a variety of adverse effects (Ruiz-Perez and Nataro, 2014). Additionally, in EAEC, the most prevalent DEC pathotype in this study, *pet* (plasmid encoded toxins) and *ShET1* (Shigella enterotoxins) have been associated with cytotoxic activity. Further characterization of toxins from non-DEC should help in assessment of the risk to human health by comparison with known cytotoxins produced by standard DEC strains.

The capacity to reduce Transepithelial electrical resistance, TER as well as induce the inflammatory cytokine IL-8 in polarized epithelial cells by strains previously isolated from a food source and irrigation water suggests their risk of causing infection and inflammation respectively to potential consumers. Additionally, this scenario shows that even strains previously characterized as potentially non-pathogenic (non-DEC) based on standard protocols may have the ability to cause disease or at least ID. The persistent loss of epithelial integrity in epithelial cells by enteric pathogens is due to disruption of tight junction proteins (Ochieng et al., 2014; Strauman et al., 2010) requiring AAF/I or AAF/II in EAEC and a cascade of cellular
disruption events in intracellular pathogens such as EIEC (Croxen et al., 2013). These effects result in the loss of host ions and proteins escalating diarrheal disease (Strauman et al., 2010).

On the other hand the innate immune response is caused by recognition of external bacterial structures such as AAF or flagellin resulting from bacterial attachment that lead to formation of lipid rafts and recognition of external structures providing a specified pattern recognition receptor (PRR) inducing IL-8 (Edwards et al., 2011). The further characterization of adhesins associated with non-DEC from this study will shed light on the mechanisms by which they disrupt epithelial cell barriers and induce IL-8.

PCA analysis did not provide definitive relationships among the different strains based on the observed pathogenic predictors probably because of the few isolates used (having all reproducible data points for all assays). This was in turn affected by the reductionist approach of the study that only subsequently tested strains positive for the pathogenic parameter of interest. Future studies using a larger number of strains including those previously implicated in foodborne outbreaks should help provide a clearer link than one shown in this study regarding the potential risk to food safety and public health.

However, PCA was able to cluster strains based on their isolation source (food, environmental strains and clinical). This suggests that the method is potentially useful in comparing the risk of illness posed by strains from different sources along the food chain as well as identifying points along the food chain that are most prone to contamination with potentially pathogenic E. coli enabling microbial source tracking.

**4.2.5. Conclusion**

This preliminary study using a limited number but ecologically and temporarily diverse group of foodborne and environmental E. coli from South Africa suggests that they are associated with factors such as reduction of TER, Induction of IL-8 and cytotoxic activity. Therefore this may potentially lead to intestinal dysfunction especially among vulnerable groups such as infants and immune compromised adults. Additionally, this observation is particularly of concern because some of these foods such as PDBM (milk) may be used for weaning infants thus exacerbating the risk of disrupting development of the normal healthy gut microbiota.
4.3 Detection of Extended Beta Lactamase Cefotaxime Resistance and Virulence Genes in *Escherichia coli* by Duplex Quantitative Real Time PCR and Melt Curve Analysis

Abstract

The rise of emerging highly virulent and antibiotic resistant pathogens presents a global public health risk. Therefore, routine monitoring of their prevalence within the clinical, environmental and food production setting is vital. Real time qPCR coupled with melting curve analysis (MCA) presents an avenue for rapid and accurate characterization of such pathogens. We evaluated commercial qPCR mixes based on SYBR Green I and EvaGreen dyes for development of an assay for simultaneous detection of cefotaxime resistant (CTX-M) extended beta lactamase (ESBL) producing and virulent (shigatoxin 1, shigatoxin 2 and intimin) genes in previously isolated and characterized *E. coli* (n=12) from food sources and irrigation water and irrigated vegetable products in South Africa. Both SYBR Green 1 and EvaGreen dye-based mixes in each duplex assay were able to simultaneously detect two amplicons (shigatoxin 1 and blaCTX-M) and (shigatoxin 2 and intimin) within a single closed tube reaction based on their separation in melting temperature (Tm). However, a higher mean Tm separation between targeted amplicons and smoother melting curves in monoplex and duplex reactions were observed with the EvaGreen based qPCR mix suggesting better performance when targeting multiple amplicons. Therefore, through simple step-wise optimization of DNA template, PCR conditions, primer pair volume and the scanning rate during melting curve analysis, we adopted a conventional PCR assay for detection of large amplicons (375 to 1580 bp) into one based on qPCR. Additionally, the qPCR assay could simultaneously detect antibiotic resistance and virulence genes within a single closed tube reaction. This robust technique can facilitate the development of tailor made assays for rapid and accurate detection as well as the characterization of emerging foodborne and environmental pathogens that pose a risk to public health in different regions of the world.

**Key words:** *Escherichia coli*, Duplex real time-qPCR, melt curve analysis, Cefotaxime resistance, virulence, extended beta lactamase
4.3.1 Introduction

Foodborne outbreaks are linked to bacterial pathogens such as *Escherichia coli* that exhibit increased virulence and antibiotic resistance. *E. coli* strains isolated from food and environmental sources have exhibited virulence and antibiotic resistance (Aijuka et al., 2015; Heiman et al., 2015; Koga et al., 2015; Ntuli et al., 2018, 2017) presenting a risk to food safety and public health. Additionally, the spread of pathogenic *E. coli* across large geographical areas within developed, developing and least developed countries presents an emerging threat to global food safety, public health and international trade. Pathogenic *E. coli* associated with foodborne illnesses is clinically categorized into a range of diarrheagenic *E. coli* (DEC) pathotypes that cause intestinal illnesses. DEC pathotypes commonly associated with food and water include; enterohaemorrhagic *E. coli* (EHEC), enterotoxigenic *E. coli* (ETEC), enteroaggregative *E. coli* (EAEC) and enteroinvasive *E. coli* (EIEC). These groups can be identified by molecular characterization of virulence genes in isolated *E. coli* strains such as toxins (shigatoxin, *stx*1 and *stx*2) as well as attachment proteins (* intimin, eae*), that are commonly used to identify EHEC.

Antibiotic resistance associated with emerging infectious pathogens together with climate change and terrorism are amongst the greatest risks posed to humanity in the 21st century (The Review on Antimicrobial Resistance, 2014). This risk has equally been weighed in by the governments of The United States and European Union (Karp et al., 2017; Roca et al., 2015). For example, the rise of extended beta lactamase enzyme producing bacteria (ESBL) within the last 20 years has increased this risk (Cantón et al., 2012; Shi et al., 2015). Similarly, within the last decade, high prevalence of Cefotaxime resistant (CTX-M) extended beta lactamase producing (ESBL) bacteria has increased the risk of spreading pathogens resistant to 4th generation cephalosporins that are usually the last line of treatment for acute bacterial infections (Shi et al., 2015). The world-wide dissemination of the highly virulent and antibiotic resistant *E. coli* ST131 strain exemplifies this emerging threat posed to food safety and public health.

Developing countries in the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa) economic block and specifically South Africa, Brazil and India present an interesting scenario, because they have large sections of the food chain having both a modern and highly controlled system whilst the informal sector lacks similar checks and balances. Recent studies have shown that informally sold food products and environmental sources in these countries are contaminated
with antibiotic resistant pathogenic *E. coli* bacterial (Aijuka et al., 2018, 2015; Hoffmann et al., 2014; Ntuli et al., 2017, 2016; Rebello and Regua-Mangia, 2014) These studies suggest that both the informally sold food products as well as environmental sources near the food chain are reservoirs of potentially pathogenic and antibiotic resistant *E. coli*.

While foodborne illnesses present a public health burden in developing countries such as South Africa (Gray and Vawda, 2016), accurate documentation of these risk factors is unavailable hampering effective monitoring of the most relevant pathogens and subsequently the ability to maintain food safety and public health. Therefore, the use of molecular based diagnostic tools such as quantitative real time polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) for detection of bacterial pathogens presents an avenue for quick diagnosis as well as well-informed treatment options that may reduce morbidity and mortality. Additionally, qPCR is the most powerful tool for quantitative nucleic acids analysis (Kubista et al., 2006) that enables the simultaneous amplification and detection of specific DNA sequences with the amount of amplified product formed and monitored by fluorescence emitted by an intercalating dye or hydrolysis probe (Navarro et al., 2015). Furthermore, qPCR can be used to detect multiple virulence genes in food and environmental pathogens (Ahberg et al., 2015; Chassagnea et al., 2009; Mendes et al., 2007; Singh and Mustapha, 2014). This is because most pathogens have varying pathogenic traits making the method ideal for wide use in detection and epidemiological studies (Singh and Mustapha, 2014). Additionally, qPCR using intercalating dyes such as SYBR Green and (EvaGreen) coupled with melting curve analysis (MCA), present a fast, accurate and efficient means of detecting pathogenic characteristics associated with foodborne bacteria (Guion et al., 2008).

Therefore, the objective of this study was to develop a qPCR assay using commercially available qPCR mixes based on SYBR Green 1 and EvaGreen fluorescence binding coupled with melt curve analysis. The assay was aimed at enabling the simultaneous detecting of virulence (*stx1*-Shigatoxin 1; *stx2*-shigotoxin 2; *eae*-intimin) and Cefotaxime resistant *CTX-M-CTX-M*) extended beta lactamase (ESBL) producing genes in *E. coli* previously isolated from food sources and irrigation water.
4.3.2. Materials and methods

4.3.2.1 Source, virulence and antibiotic resistance characterization of *E. coli* isolates

*E. coli* isolates used for the assay development were previously isolated from irrigation water (Aijuka et al. 2015) and irrigated lettuce (Aijuka 2014) in South Africa.

Additionally, the isolates (Table 4.3.1) had previously been characterized for possession of CTX-M ESBL (Njage and Buys, 2014) and virulence (shigatoxin; *stx*1 and *stx*2 and intimin; *eae*) genes (Aijuka *et al.* 2015). All isolates were stored in Tryptone Soy broth (TSB) (Biolab, Wadeville Johannesburg, South Africa) containing 30% glycerol (Saint Louis, Missouri, USA) at -80˚C in the Department of Consumer and Food Sciences, University of Pretoria. Prior to use in the assay development process as well as during assay validation for sensitivity and specificity, all isolates were regrown in TSB at 37˚C for 24 h. The isolates were subsequently streaked on TSB and incubated at 37˚C for 24 h.
Table 4.3.1: Source and characteristics of *E. coli* isolates from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa used in developing and validating a set of two duplex qPCR assays for detection of antibiotic resistance and virulence genes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of isolation</th>
<th>Isolate code</th>
<th>bla&lt;sub&gt;CTX-M&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>Virulence genes (stx 1, stx 2 and eae)</th>
<th>DNA concentration (ng/μL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Irrigation water</td>
<td>MPU(W)8(3)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>stx 1 + stx 2 + eae -</td>
<td>20.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigation water</td>
<td>MPU(W)9(1)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>stx 1 + stx 2 + eae +</td>
<td>50.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigation water</td>
<td>NW(W)6(1)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>stx 1 + stx 2 + eae -</td>
<td>55.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigation water</td>
<td>NW(W)9(1)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>stx 1 - stx 2 - eae +</td>
<td>94.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigation water</td>
<td>NW(W)9(2)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>stx 1 - stx 2 - eae +</td>
<td>95.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigation water</td>
<td>NW(W)5(1)2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>stx 1 - stx 2 - eae +</td>
<td>74.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigation water</td>
<td>NW(W)5(3)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>stx 1 - stx 2 - eae +</td>
<td>98.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigation water</td>
<td>MPU(W)5(7)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>stx 1 - stx 2 - eae +</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigation water</td>
<td>MPU(W)5(1)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>stx 1 - stx 2 - eae +</td>
<td>33.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigated lettuce</td>
<td>NW(V)5(3)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>stx 1 - stx 2 - eae +</td>
<td>36.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigated lettuce</td>
<td>NW(V)7(3)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>stx 1 + stx 2 + eae -</td>
<td>96.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigated lettuce</td>
<td>NW(V)3</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>stx 1 + stx 2 + eae +</td>
<td>99.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*bla<sub>CTX-M</sub>* Cefotaxime resistant (CTX-M) extended beta-lactamase (ESBL) producing *E. coli;* stx 1-*shigatoxin* 1; stx 2-*Shigatoxin* 2; eae-Intimin;

+: positive for gene

-: negative for gene
4.3.2.2 Extraction and determination of genomic DNA purity

*E. coli* isolates were grown in 2mL of TSB and incubated at 37 °C for 24 h. The cultures were harvested by centrifugation (10 000 rpm for 10 min). For each isolate, resuspension of the bacterial pellet was done using 200µL of Triton™ X-100 buffer (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis MO, USA) according to (Xue et al., 2009). The mixture was incubated at 95 °C for 30 min with agitation. The mixture was subsequently cooled to 4 °C for 10 min and centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 10 min. The purity (260/280) of DNA was measured using a Thermo Scientific Nanodrop 2000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Wilmington DE, USA) with all isolates having a range of 1.8 to 2.0. The stock solutions for DNA were diluted (1:10) with double distilled water to give working concentrations for all isolates ranging from 20 to 100 ng/µL. The final volume of template DNA in each 20 µL closed tube reaction was adjusted for the different duplex reactions to achieve the required specificity. (Table 4.3.2).

4.3.2.3 Design of primers

The primer pairs for detection of antibiotic resistance (CTX-M ESBL) and virulence (*stx1, stx2* and *eae*) are shown in Table 4.3.2. The sequence homology and specificity of each primer for detection of the relevant genes was tested in silico and synthesised by Whitehead Scientific (Pty) Ltd/Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT) (Brakenfell, Cape Town, South Africa). All primer pairs were subsequently tested for specificity in amplifying the respective genes experimentally in monoplex, duplex and multiplex reactions by varying their volume (forward: reverse) in relation to one another within each single tube duplex reaction. The final concentrations of primer pairs used for the reactions are shown in Table 4.3.2.
Table 4.3.2: Genes and primer sequences used for development of a pair of duplex qPCR assays for detection of antibiotic resistance and virulence in *E. coli* isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Primers</th>
<th>Primer sequence (5'-3')</th>
<th>Target gene product size (bp)</th>
<th>GC content (%)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shigatoxin 1</td>
<td>stx1-F</td>
<td>TGT CGC ATA GTG GAA CCT CA</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stx1-R</td>
<td>TGC GCA CTG AGA AGA AGA GA</td>
<td>655</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shigatoxin 2</td>
<td>stx2-F</td>
<td>CCA TGA CAA CGG ACA GCA GTT</td>
<td></td>
<td>52.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stx2-R</td>
<td>TGT CGC CAG TTA TCT GAC ATT C</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intimin</td>
<td>eae-F</td>
<td>CAT TAT GGA ACG GCA GAG GT</td>
<td></td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>(Bai et al., 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eae-R</td>
<td>ACG GAT ATC GAA GCC ATT TG</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1CTX-M type-ESBLs</td>
<td>blaCTX-F</td>
<td>ATG TGC AGY ACC AGT AAR GTK ATG GC</td>
<td>1354</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>(Hasman et al., 2005;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hendriksen et al.,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>blaCTX-R</td>
<td>TGG GTR AAR TAR GTS ACC AGA AYS AGC GG</td>
<td>1580</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1- Targets the whole group of this class of antibiotics that is categorized into 5 groups based on their amino acid sequence identity

*blaCTX-M* - general class of Cefotaxime resistant (CTX-M) extended beta-lactamase (ESBL) producing *E. coli*
4.3.2.4 Quantitative real time PCR (qPCR)

Four commercially available qPCR mixes were evaluated for use in developing the assay. Two of the mixes contained SYBR Green 1 dye. The other two contained EvaGreen dye. These dyes have different modes of binding to double stranded DNA and thereby adoption in qPCR applications with melting curve analysis (MCA) (Jansson et al., 2017). SYBR Green 1 dye-based mixes were KAPA SYBR®Fast qPCR Kit Master mix (2X) Universal (KAPA SYBR Fast DNA polymerase, ROX reference dye, Flourescein dye (10nM), SYBR Green I, MgCl₂) (KAPA Biosystems, Cape Town, South Africa) and SsoAdvanced™ Universal Inhibitor-Tolerant SYBR® Green Supermix (Antibody-mediated hot start Sso7d fusion polymerase, dNTPs, MgCl₂, SYBR Green 1, enhancers, stabilizers and blend of reference dyes (ROX and Flourescein)) (Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc. Hercules CA, USA). EvaGreen based mixes include KAPA HRM Fast PCR Kit (EvaGreen, Taq DNA polymerase) (KAPA Biosystems) and Precision melt Supermix (Hot start iTaq™ DNA polymerase, dNTPs, MgCl₂, EvaGreen dye, enhancers and stabilizers) (Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc). Final quantities and concentrations of optimized reagents and consumables in each 20µL closed tube reaction are shown in Table 4.3.3. The harmonized protocols for each qPCR super mix used are shown in Table 4.3.3. All qPCR reactions were carried out in 0.2mL PCR tubes with domed caps high profile clear #twi0201 (Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc). The optimised PCR reactions and subsequent MCA were carried out using the CFX96 Touch™ Real Time PCR detection system (Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc) and fluorescent analysis in the FAM/SYBR Green 1 Channel.

4.3.2.5 The limit of detection (LOD) and specificity of the assay

To determine the limit of detection (LOD), serial dilution (10⁻¹ to 10⁻⁸) of DNA for all test isolates were made and used to run a qPCR reaction with the commercial mixes used in the final duplex assays. A plot of the quantification cycle (Cₚ) versus log starting quantity of DNA was generated after the qPCR step. The LOD for each duplex assay was expressed in terms of detection per log DNA concentration. The plot curve (Cₚ v/s Log starting DNA) and standard curve were calculated using the CFX Manager™ software Industrial Diagnostics Version 2.0 (Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc). Determination of the analytical specificity of the assay was done with using the 12 isolates (Table 4.3.1).
4.3.2.6 Data analysis

All qPCR data including means and standard deviations for the duplex reactions including melting temperatures (Tm) and C_q values were determined using the CFX Manager™ software Industrial Diagnostics Version 2.0 (Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc). Additionally, all melting curves were determined using the same software. A student T-test was carried out using Microsoft Excel 2016 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA USA) to compare T_m's of targeted amplicons (genes) in monoplex and duplex reactions at 95% confidence level.
Table 4.3.3: Optimized reagents and consumables used in a pair of duplex qPCR assays for detection antibiotic and of virulence genes in *E. coli* isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>qPCR mix</th>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>DNA (µl)</th>
<th>Primer Concentration (nM)</th>
<th>MgCl₂ (mM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Forward</td>
<td>Reverse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAPA HRM Fast PCR Kit</td>
<td>stxl</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stx2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eae</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>blactx-M</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision melt supermix</td>
<td>stxl</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stx2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eae</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>blactx-M</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAPA SYBR®Fast qPCR Kit</td>
<td>stxl</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stx2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master mix (2X) Universal</td>
<td>eae</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>blactx-M</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SsoAdvanced™ Universal</td>
<td>stxl</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhibitor-Tolerant SYBR® Green</td>
<td>stx2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supermix</td>
<td>eae</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>blactx-M</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

qPCR-Quantitative real time polymerase chain reaction

1: quantity of DNA in 20ul reaction tube. Concentration of DNA ranged from 50 to 500µg/ml

-: MgCl₂ was contained in the qPCR reaction mix

*stxl*- shigatoxin 1; *stx2*- shigatoxin 2; *eae*- intimin; *blactx-M*- general class of Cefotaxime resistant (CTX-M) extended beta-lactamase (ESBL) producing *E. coli*
Table 4.3.4: Thermocycling conditions for a pair of duplex qPCR assays based on different commercially available qPCR super mixes for detection of virulence (shigatoxin 1, shigatoxin 2, intimin) and Cefotaxime resistant (CTX-M) extended beta lactamase (ESBL) genes in *E. coli* isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>qPCR mix</th>
<th>Cycling step</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Cycles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>KAPA HRM Fast PCR Kit</strong></td>
<td>Enzyme activation</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>3 minutes</td>
<td>hold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denaturation</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>5 seconds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annealing/extension</td>
<td>55 to 57.5 (Gradient)</td>
<td>30 seconds</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denaturation</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>1 minute</td>
<td>hold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High Resolution Melt</td>
<td>65 to 90°C (in 0.01/s increments)</td>
<td>1 second/step</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initial DNA denaturation</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>2 minutes</td>
<td>hold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denaturation</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>10 seconds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Precision melt supermix</strong></td>
<td>Annealing/extension (+ plate read)</td>
<td>55 to 58 (Gradient)</td>
<td>30 seconds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extension + plate read (optional)</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>30 seconds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>95</td>
<td>30 seconds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heteroduplex formation</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1 minute</td>
<td>hold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KAPA SYBR®Fast</strong></td>
<td>High Resolution Melt + plate read</td>
<td>65 to 90°C (in 0.01/s increments)</td>
<td>1 second/step</td>
<td>hold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enzyme activation</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>3 minutes</td>
<td>hold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denaturation</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>3 seconds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SsoAdvanced™ Universal Inhibitor</strong></td>
<td>Annealing/extension and plate read</td>
<td>55 to 58 (Gradient)</td>
<td>30 seconds</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Melt curve analysis (+plate read)</td>
<td>60 to 90°C (in 0.01/s)</td>
<td>1 second/step</td>
<td>hold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polymerase activation and DNA denaturation</td>
<td>98°C</td>
<td>3 minutes</td>
<td>hold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denaturation</td>
<td>98°C</td>
<td>15 seconds</td>
<td>hold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annealing/extension and plate read</td>
<td>55 to 58 (Gradient)</td>
<td>60 seconds</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Melt curve analysis (+plate read)</td>
<td>65 to 95°C (in 0.01/s increments)</td>
<td>1 second/step</td>
<td>hold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3.3. Results

4.3.3.1 Optimization of qPCR conditions for detection of antibiotic resistance and virulence genes in *E. coli* isolates

We optimized the reagents, consumables and qPCR thermocycling and subsequent melt curve conditions (Tables 4.3.3 and 4.3.4). The optimization of these variables included varying the volume of DNA, primer pairs, MgCl₂ (only for Kapa HRM fast PCR mix for which it came separate) for each 20μL closed tube reaction. The thermocycling conditions were adjusted (using a gradient temperature range) to get the best annealing temperatures for all targeted amplicons for each duplex. To target all amplicons at their Tₘ during MCA, the slowest ramp rate (with 0.01°C/s increments) was used.

4.3.3.2 Evaluation of a SYBR Green I and EvaGreen based qPCR commercial mix for development of a duplex pair of qPCR assays for detection of antibiotic resistance and virulence genes in *E. coli*

Two qPCR mixes, A (SsoAdvanced™ Universal Inhibitor-Tolerant SYBR® Green Supermix containing SYBR Green I dye and B (KAPA HRM Fast PCR mix) provided the most reproducible results (Tₘ and C_q values) for detection of the target genes. Mixes A and B were only able to provide ample Tₘ separation for each target gene within a duplex reaction (Table 4.3.5). The selection of the genes for duplexing was based on size (bp) of the amplified product with each pair of targeted genes consisting of a larger and smaller amplicon. The two genes detected in each reaction duplex reaction had ample mean Tₘ separation based on MCA. The first duplex reaction from both qPCR mixes targeted *stx*₁ and *blaCTX-M* and while the second, *stx*₂ and *eae*.

4.3.3.3 Melt curve analysis using a SYBR Green I dye based qPCR mix

When qPCR mix A was used, the mean Tₘ separation between genes *stx*₁ (80.5°C) and *blaCTX-M* (85.85°C) was 5.35°C in monoplex reactions. Similarly, a sufficiently large Tₘ separation of 4.4 °C was noticed between genes *stx*₂ (86.8°C) and *eae* (82.4°C). Therefore, based on this sufficiently distinguishing Tₘ separation, the gene pairs were used to design the duplex assay. The duplex single tube reaction yielded melting peaks with Tₘ’s similar (not statistically different p≤0.05) to monoplex reactions (Figures 4.3.1 and 4.3.2).
The volume of DNA used in each reaction for monoplex and duplex reactions varied depending on the targeted gene and reaction (monoplex or duplex) (Table 4.3.5).

4.3.3.4 Melt curve analysis using an EvaGreen dye-based qPCR mix

On the other hand, when qPCR mix B was used for duplexing, a mean $T_m$ difference of 7.85°C was observed between genes $Stx\,\,1$ (79.85°C) and $bla_{CTX-M}$ (87.7°C). Additionally, a similarly large mean $T_m$ difference of 7.5°C was noticed between genes $stx\,\,2$ (88.15°C) and $eae$ (80.65°C). Using mixture B containing the EvaGreen dye (7.68°C) as opposed to mixture A having SYBR Green dye 1 (4.88°C) provided a larger mean $T_m$ difference between amplicons suggesting a larger range for amplicon detection. This larger mean $T_m$ separation observed between amplified genes when using mixture B allowed simultaneous detection of the target genes with similar $T_m$ as in the monoplex reactions (Figures 4.3.3 and 4.3.4). The melting curve peaks generated using the EvaGreen dye-based qPCR mix for both monoplex and duplex reactions were smoother and generated more fluorescence than those with the SYBR Green I dye mix. Additionally, the volume of DNA used for each reaction in monoplex and duplex when using mixture B did not vary too much (Table 4.3.5) compared with when mixture A was used.

4.3.3.5 The limit of detection and analytical specificity of duplex assays based on qPCR mixes containing SYBR Green 1 and Eva Green 1 dyes

The limit of detection for template DNA in both assays was 0.02ng with a linear dynamic range of 0.02 ng to 100 ng of template. The $C_q$ values for amplification of template DNA over this range are shown in Figure 5 while the resulting standard curve $R^2$ and slope of the standard curve is shown in Figure 6. Both assays were able to detect all the relevant genes from each of the test strains previously used for development (Table 4.3.1).
Table 4.3.5: Template volumes and melting temperatures of amplicons in monoplex and duplex qPCR assays for detection of antibiotic resistant and virulence genes in *E. coli* isolated from food sources and irrigation in South Africa using melt curve analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Targeted gene (s)</th>
<th>DNA quantity (μL)</th>
<th>Melting Temperature (˚C)</th>
<th>DNA quantity (μL)</th>
<th>Melting Temperature (˚C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>eae</em></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>82.4±0.07</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>80.65±0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>stx1</em></td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>80.5±0.07</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>79.85±0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>blaCTX-M</em></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>85.85±0.07</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>87.7±0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>stx2</em></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>86.8±0.02</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>88.15±0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>stx1</em> and <em>blaCTX-M</em></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>80.4±0.07 and 84.40±0.01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>79.35±0.07 and 87.50±0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>eae</em> and <em>stx2</em></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>82.8±0.07 and 85.70±0.07</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>81.10±0.07 and 87.80±0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Targeted genes: *stx1*-shigatoxin 1; *stx2*-shigatoxin 2; *eae*- intimin; *blaCTX-M*- general class of Cefotaxime resistant extended beta-lactamase (ESBL) producing *E. coli*
Figure 4.3.1: Melting peak curves showing antibiotic resistant (bla<sub>CTX-M</sub>) and virulence (eaе, stx<sub>1</sub>, stx<sub>2</sub>) genes in *E. coli* isolated from food sources and irrigation water determined using monoplex qPCR assays with a commercial qPCR mix containing SYBR Green I dye. The horizontal line depicts the threshold for detection. *stx*1-shigatoxin 1; *stx*2-shigatoxin 2; eaе- intimin; *bla<sub>CTX-M</sub>*- general class of Cefotaxime resistant extended beta-lactamase (ESBL) producing *E. coli*. QPCR mix was SsoAdvanced<sup>TM</sup> Universal Inhibitor-Tolerant SYBR® Green Supermix. The peaks were determined by plotting the negative derivative of change in fluorescence increase over time (-d(RFU)/dt) with increase in temperature.
Figure 4.3.2: Melting peak curves showing antibiotic resistant (bla\textsubscript{CTX-M}) and virulence (eae, stx\textsubscript{I}, stx\textsubscript{2}) genes in \textit{E. coli} isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa determined using a pair of duplex qPCR assays from a commercial qPCR mix containing SYBR Green I dye. The horizontal line depicts the threshold for detection. \textit{stx}1-shigatoxin 1; \textit{stx}2-shigatoxin 2; \textit{eae}- intimin; \textit{bla\textsubscript{CTX-M}}- general class of Cefotaxime resistant extended beta-lactamase (ESBL) producing \textit{E. coli}. QPCR mix was SsoAdvanced\textsuperscript{TM} Universal Inhibitor-Tolerant SYBR® Green Supermix. The peaks were determined by plotting the negative derivative of change in fluorescence over time (-d(RFU)/dt) with increase in temperature.
Figure 4.3.3: Melting peak curves showing targeted antibiotic resistant (bla\textsubscript{CTX-M}) and virulence (\textit{eae}, \textit{stx1}, \textit{stx2}) genes in \textit{E. coli} isolated from food sources and irrigation water determined with monoplex qPCR assays using a commercial qPCR mix containing EvaGreen dye. The horizontal line depicts the threshold for detection. \textit{stx1}-shigatoxin 1; \textit{stx2}-shigatoxin 2; \textit{eae}- intimin; \textit{bla\textsubscript{CTX-M}}- general class of Cefotaxime resistant extended beta-lactamase (ESBL) producing \textit{E. coli}. The QPCR mix was KAPA HRM Fast PCR mix. The peaks were determined by plotting the negative derivative of change in fluorescence over time (-d(RFU)/dt) with increase in temperature.
Figure 4.3.4: Melting peak curves showing antibiotic resistant (\textit{bla}_{CTX-M}) and virulence (\textit{eae}, \textit{stx1}, \textit{stx2}) genes in \textit{E. coli} isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa determined using a pair of duplex qPCR assays with a commercial qPCR mix containing EvaGreen dye. The horizontal line depicts the threshold for detection. \textit{stx1}-shigatoxin 1; \textit{stx2}-shigatoxin 2; \textit{eae}- intimin; \textit{bla}_{CTX-M}- general class of Cefotaxime resistant extended beta-lactamase (ESBL) producing \textit{E. coli}. The QPCR mix was KAPA HRM Fast PCR mix. The peaks were determined by plotting the negative derivative of change in fluorescence over time (-d(RFU)/dt) with increase in temperature.
Figure 4.3.5: QPCR duplex reactions showing amplification (fluorescence increase v/s quantification cycle (C\text{q})) of DNA dilution series (10^0 to 10^{-8}) using two commercially available qPCR mixes based on EvaGreen and SYBR Green I dyes. EvaGreen based qPCR mix- KAPA HRM Fast PCR mix. SYBR Green I dye based qPCR mix- SsoAdvanced\textsuperscript{TM} Universal Inhibitor-Tolerant SYBR\textsuperscript{®} Green Supermix. Data from these graphs was used to draw determine the limit of detection for each assay by drawing standard curves.
Figure 4.3.6: Standard curve derived from plotting the change in quantification cycle (Cq) with the quantity of serially diluted ($10^0$ to $10^8$) template DNA for a pair of 2 duplex assays each based on commercial qPCR mixes containing SYBR Green I or EvaGreen dyes used in detection of antibiotic resistance and virulence genes in *Escherichia coli* isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa.
4.3.4 Discussion

The differences observed in specificity of the two assays from each commercial qPCR mix in terms of DNA template, smoothness of the melt curves and mean difference in $T_m$ separation of the targeted amplicons may be related to the DNA binding mechanism of each dye. SYBR Green is an asymmetric cyanine compound that binds to the minor groove of DNA leading to increase in formation of non-specific products thereby limiting its applicability in real time PCR over a broad range of temperatures (Gudnason et al., 2007). Additionally, it has a high affinity for G-C rich amplicons regardless of size that might interfere with the PCR reaction process (Gudnason et al., 2007). On the other hand, the symmetrical cyanine structure of EvaGreen may aid in formation of fewer non-specific products since the binding of double stranded (dsDNA) occurs evenly over the whole molecule. This suggested scenario has been observed in saturating dyes of the SYTO family that showed a broader range of melting temperatures based on their saturation ability once bound to dsDNA providing suitable conditions for qPCR multiplexing compared to SYBR Green based dyes (Eischeid, 2011; Monis et al., 2005).

The robustness of qPCR coupled with MCA in diagnostic testing makes the above drawbacks easy to circumvent. In this study, we optimised the template concentration, ramp rate of the $T_m$ acquisition step, primer pair and MgCl₂ volumes within each duplex closed tube reaction. Several studies have shown the robustness of qPCR in detection of amplicons using different strategies. For instance, a low scanning rate for intercalating dyes helps to control PCR inhibition since every system (thermocycler) exhibits a delay between temperature at the sensor and the sample, therefore such a rate will precisely determine $T_m$'s (Ahberg et al., 2015). Additionally, when using commercial qPCR mixes, the dye concentration is constant, therefore varying primer pair concentration can provide optimization of the assay (Monis et al., 2005). Furthermore, the assays were able to simultaneously detect 6 Metallo-beta-lactamase encoding genes with amplicons ranging from 72 to 1449 bp in different Enterobacteriaceae species through optimization of primer pair concentration, sequence (designed to have 1°C Tm separation) and volume (total reaction volume 48μL). Similarly, Ahberg et al. (2015) used MCA to design a qPCR assay that quantified Avian flu at each melting scan step rather than at the end of the reaction.
These studies depict how the robustness of qPCR can enable tailor-made solutions each investigator or laboratory. Commercial qPCR mixes provide standardization of many of the proposed assay reagents and consumables, therefore an investigator only needs to vary a few conditions to develop assays that are both specific and valid for routine and research diagnostic laboratories where savings on time and resources are critical.

4.3.5. Conclusion

We have developed a pair of duplex qPCR assays based on MCA using commercially available mixes based on two intercalating dyes, SYBR Green I and EvaGreen for detection of antibiotic resistance and virulence genes in Escherichia coli isolated from food sources and irrigation water. The simple optimization of a few reagents and conditions for the assay highlights its robustness for diagnostic application in a food safety and clinical health. This is a crucial step in providing fast, accurate and economical emerging pathogen monitoring programs.
5. General Discussion

5.1 Critique of methodology

Like all scientific studies, this study also encountered some shortcoming in its findings. These shortcomings are explored below and correspond to the three research sections of the study.

In the first research section aimed at characterizing *E. coli* isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa based on the DEC pathotype, the study may have been influenced by the method for analysis. For example, molecular identification using virulence genes yielded few positive targets while the subsequent use of cell adherence assays with epithelial cells (after many strains had shown poor results with PCR) provided better scrutiny and identification. This raises the question of how many previous studies that used virulence genes underestimated the prevalence of these pathogens within the food and environmental setting? In this study initial characterization was done with PCR and only after repeated poor resolution of some strains was cell adherence used to realize the practical significance of the specific pathotype.

The difficulty of getting more representative characterization arises from the heterogeneity inherent in many of these pathotypes such as EAEC, ETEC and DAEC which hinders more representative identification (Croxen et al., 2013; Leimbach et al., 2013). On the other hand, the use of cell adherence assays is cumbersome, costly and requires highly trained personnel making its adoption in routine diagnostic laboratories problematic. This scenario is especially an issue in developing countries like South Africa that are resource constrained. However, the popularity of WGS as an analytical method coupled with the reduced capacity for analysis presents a great leap forward for studying the genetic variation among strains of the same species (Ronholm et al., 2016). This holds a lot of promise in identifying genetic markers for differentiating closely related clades of strains such as DEC pathotypes since early methods were based on partial genetic information and thereby less accurate compared to WGS.

In the second research section, the study investigated whether non-DEC strains isolated from food and irrigation water sources in South Africa were linked with phenotypes associated with intestinal dysfunction. Intestinal dysfunction (ID) is associated with a change in the “normal” relative abundance of bacterial taxa in the gastrointestinal tract (GIT) and their associated metabolic functions within the human intestinal (Shin et al., 2015). The conditions ultimately lead to a breakdown in homeostasis and as well as the normal synergistic relationship between
the human body and its microbial constituents (Shin et al., 2015). ID is linked to reduced mucosal immunity and a subsequent increased risk of intestinal diseases causing reduced dietary nutrient intake and utilization in young infants. This results into growth faltering and neurocognitive disorders later in life (Faith et al., 2015). Additionally, ID maybe a precursor to diarrhoea caused by DEC based on symptoms previously observed in malnourished children and individuals with irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) (Faith et al., 2015). The mechanism by which the symptoms resulting from ID are caused are still being elucidated and the clearest indicator is usually abundance of different taxa such as Enterobacteriaceae. Recent studies had suggested that a bloom of E. coli within the human GIT predisposes individuals to intestinal disease (Shin et al., 2015) and thereby foodborne E. coli provided a potential source of infection. Therefore, as a preliminary study using non-DEC we sought to use phenotypes (in-vitro) associated with DEC as a proxy for measuring their ability of non-DEC to withstand and bloom within the GIT potentially leading to ID through distorting the healthy microbial population within the GIT. The resulting data showed that some non-DEC strains may have the capacity to produce cytotoxins, induce the pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-8 and disrupt epithelial cell barriers. These conditions may ultimately lead to destabilization of the normal gut community subsequently predisposing the host to intestinal disease such as DEC infection.

However, the small number of isolates used in the study made it hard to draw more accurate conclusions related to the risk to food safety and public health. Therefore, the use of a larger number of strains might have helped provide a more direct link between non-DEC from food and irrigation water in South Africa and the risk of intestinal dysfunction. Additionally, to effectively link a phenotypic phenomenon associated with a given immunological response, it is crucial to understand the bacterial surface properties of a given species. All strains from this study were sourced from food and environmental sources and thereby had not been characterized for bacterial surface properties such as adhesins and outer membrane proteins, factors that are known to influence how bacteria interact with epithelial cell (and the associated immunological response) and abiotic surrounding.

In the last research chapter, the study developed a duplex qPCR assay for simultaneous detection of cefotaxime-resistant (CTX-M) beta lactamase enzyme producing extended beta lactamase (ESBL) and virulence genes in E. coli previously isolated from food sources and irrigation water which might been limited by the following factors.
QPCR using melting curve analysis can be limited by the size of amplicons. This may be ascribed to competition for the dye binding to double stranded DNA releasing fluorescence, an indication of amplification and detection of targeted amplicon. This makes it a limiting factor for continued progress of a given reaction (Monis et al., 2005). In the study we used amplicons of sizes ranging from 300 to 1500bp. Although such limitations can be overcome as we mentioned in chapter 3, redesign of primers to fit smaller sizes (50 to 200bp) might have provided a faster optimization process for the assay. It could also have provided improved detection of all 4 genes (blaCTX-M, stx1, stx2 and eae) within a single closed tube reaction as opposed to the duplex reaction using the reported two closed tube reactions.

Additionally, the use of a larger panel of strains for determining the specificity of the developed assay for validation would have increased its reliability. This is because molecular detection assays though accurate can also be prone to false-positives if poorly designed thereby reducing the specificity and wide scale adoption of the method as a routine monitoring and diagnostic tool.

5.2 Discussion

This study was initiated based on the backdrop of reports about the increased prevalence of diarrhea among infants and immune compromised adults in South Africa. Based on past studies and observations that most diarrheal disease is associated with the fecal-oral route, this study sought to characterize previously isolated E. coli strains from different food sources and irrigation water collected over 10 years from varying geographical regions of South Africa.

Observations from such a study were envisaged to provide more reliable information regarding the DEC pathotypes commonly associated with food sources and irrigation water and providing a direct link to diarrheal illness. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first original contribution to carry out such a link using such diverse (ecological, temporal and geographic) isolates in South Africa.

This study reports that EAEC was the most prevalent DEC pathotype from all sources and that they were presumably associated with the observed diarrheal illness. EAEC has been associated with sporadic and outbreak infections across the world in both developing and developed countries and may, according to our results be a leading cause of diarrheal infection in South Africa. Additionally, it has previously been suggested that EAEC has emerged separately in different parts of the world leading to multiple lineages that are genotypically diverse (Chattaway et al., 2014).
This observation can be corroborated by our findings although all of the strains in our studies were derived from food and environmental sources unlike in the study by (Chattaway et al., 2014) that used clinical strains. Future comparative studies should help elucidate differences among the strains based on sources of isolation.

The inherent heterogeneity of the pathotype facilitated by possession of a diverse suite of virulence genes complicates its identification but might also aid in the ability to survive outside the human host within the open environment. Interestingly the genetic heterogeneity in EAEC provided a means for separating strains based on their sources of isolation (food, water, clinical) suggesting an application for source tracking. Virulence genes carried over by horizontal transfer are reflective of genetic history which can also be driven by environmental niches (Dini-Andreote et al., 2012; Touchon et al., 2017). Further exploration of this potential application may assist in validating the usefulness of this resource when compared to presently used source tracking methods such as MLST and Rep-PCR that enable detection of potential sources of EAEC contamination along the food chain.

This study shows that the pathotype has got the capacity to survive within the food and agricultural environment presenting a viable risk to food safety and by association public health especially among vulnerable groups such as infants and immune compromised adults. Limited information is available regarding the prevalence of EAEC within the food and agricultural environment around the world, although the outbreak associated with bean sprouts in 2011 in Germany caused by the EAEC Shigatoxin producing strain O104:H4 (Rasko et al., 2011) prompted studies into environmental persistence. These studies have shown the AAF/I (Nagy et al., 2016) are used for attachment and biofilm formation within this strain as well as its ability to form colanic acid that was shown to help persistence of the organisms in sprouts (Borgersen et al., 2018). Just like the past outbreaks associated with the common foodborne pathogen E. coli O157:H7 led to investigations into how it survives within the agricultural and food production setting, similar studies with O104:H4 should elucidate more about EAEC related strains. Although, as previously mentioned, its (EAEC) inherent genotypic heterogeneity might not be as straight forward as with O157:H7. For instance, EAEC strains isolated from animals were found to not carry the same virulence factors common to human pathogens although such a study might have only reflected conditions within a given geographical setting (Uber et al., 2006). Therefore, further characterization of these strains should shed more light on the mechanisms used by pathogenic foodborne and environmental EAEC to navigate a hostile environment such as the agricultural and food production setting. Additionally, comparison of
these strains with outbreak pathogens and clinical strains previously implicated in disease should be able to provide more insight relating to potential sources of contamination.

This study employed a novel approach of comparing the capacity of previously isolated non-DEC (that would usually be regarded as safe) to illicit phenotypes associated with intestinal dysfunction. By doing this, the study shows that many potentially pathogenic *E. coli* strains can end up in food sources causing disease even when routine microbiological testing clears them from being a health risk. This is because most molecular tests only target genes commonly shared with to the outbreak pathogens and neglect those which are distantly related but also pathogenic. The heterogeneity of DEC pathotypes could be attributed to this (Croxen et al., 2013; Leimbach et al., 2013). Therefore, the high diarrheal disease burden may in part be also attributed to non-DEC strains that fall out of the detection range of currently validated methods of identification. However, further elucidation of this initial finding will require use of more strains providing more data points to clearly illustrate associations between strains.

Lastly, this study showed that the advent of a rapid and accurate molecular identification method such as qPCR is a great tool for developing tailor-made assays for use in characterizing bacterial pathogens within a given laboratory. Using commercially available qPCR reaction mixes containing intercalating dyes, this study was able to develop a rapid and accurate duplex qPCR assay based on melt curve analysis for the simultaneous detection of antibiotic resistance (*CTX-M* ESBL) and virulence (*stx1*, *stx2* and *eae*) genes in *E. coli* strains isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa. Optimization of the assay involved adjustment of a few parameters on the thermocycler as well as reagents within the reactions, an activity that does not require highly specialized training in comparison to many similarly effective and rapid diagnostic assays. Such a scenario depicts how these molecular tools can be adapted for uses based on a researcher’s need for providing cost effective alternatives that would have previously been unavailable. Such assays are increasingly crucial in the era of increasing antibiotic resistance among bacterial pathogens.
6. Conclusions and Recommendations

6.1 Conclusions

EAEC is the predominant DEC pathotype associated with food sources and irrigation water in South Africa and maybe associated with the high diarrheal disease pattern associated especially among vulnerable groups such as infants and immune compromised adults. Additionally, the phylogenetic characterization of EAEC strains based on the presence of virulence gene markers is a potential source tracking tool.

Non-DEC isolated from food sources and irrigation water in South Africa has the potential to cause phenotypes associated with intestinal dysfunction and thereby might in part be associated with the diarrheal disease burden noticed in the country. However, further elucidation of these associations using a large set of strains as well as by characterizing the strains should provide a clearer link of the risk to food safety and public health of these organisms.

QPCR coupled with melting curve analysis presents a rapid, efficient, accurate and cost-effective method for characterizing DEC and non-DEC strains isolated from food sources and irrigation water. Such an analytical tool would be highly beneficial for use by food safety and health practitioners carrying out routine diagnostics for academic research. Such a tool can prove vital especially in the era of emerging foodborne and environmental pathogens that threaten the food chain and general health well being

6.2 Recommendations

The following recommendations are suggested to help supplement this work. These studies will add to the body of knowledge linking foodborne and environmental DEC to food safety and health.

The use of whole genome sequencing is now considered the gold standard for identifying bacteria. Using this method for characterizing heterogeneous pathogens such as DEC will provide more insight into relationships at different genome levels ranging from virulence factors and metabolic capacity to phylogeny. Additionally, this method provides the advantage of comparing recently sequenced strains to others in databases around the world, providing ideal comparison based on geography and source of isolation, two factors that greatly influence the emergence of pathogens such as DEC.
The use of metagenomics for analyzing samples from food and environmental sources is a another relevant analytical tool. Just as suggested with WGS, the reducing cost of both these applications provides enormous advantages compared to single-strain-isolation-and-comparison. With metagenomics, a researcher can identify whole communities of species and their associated higher taxonomic affiliations. Such information is crucial in understanding which communities of bacteria are associated with higher prevalence of DEC pathotypes providing more useful information regarding mitigation measures. Additionally, this method provides the ability to study the functional flow of genes associated with these communities. However, as this method gains wider popularity in routine monitoring of pathogenic bacterial populations, it presents some limitations such as its limited sensitivity. This is usually because of the lower quality of genetic material leading to generation shorter and less accurate reads of the genomes making up the sampled bacterial community. Such a drawback is crucial as it can hinder the ability to ably detect contaminated food and environmental sources during routine analysis by food safety and public health officials. Pathogens such as E. coli O157:H7 with a low infective dose are particularly of concern here since they have previously been associated with large scale outbreaks.

The use of more strains from food and environmental sources for analyses aimed at linking non-DEC to intestinal dysfunction is crucial because it will provide more data points for analyzing the associated phenotypes. Additionally, by having more data points, different associations among the variables will be clearly seen, something that this work was not able to adequately depict.

The further characterization of all the DEC and non-DEC strains used in this study especially relating to bacterial surface properties. This characterization especially involving adhesins and transports systems will provide greater insight into how they contribute to their ability to survive in the environment. Additionally, it will provide a better understanding of bacterial attachment properties and how such strains compare (genotypically and phenotypically) with characterized foodborne outbreak pathogens and clinical isolates previously implicated in gastrointestinal disease.

This information can prove vital since it can assist in unravelling the mechanism underlying persistence of these strains in the environment providing better assessment of the risk posed to food safety and public health.
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